Town of Kennebunk, Maine

Kennebunk Planning Board Agenda
Room 301, 7:00 p.m.
Monday, July 8, 2019

* * * Please Note NO NEW BUSINESS AFTER 10:00 PM * * *
I.

Open Meeting

II.

Public Hearing
A.

III.

Application to amend an approved subdivision – Longview Terrace, 17
Rosewood Drive. Tax Map 39, Lot 5. To Be Rescheduled/Postponed

Old Business
A.

Wetlands Mitigation Ordinance discussion with Conservation Commission

B.

Review of Comprehensive Plan Chapters

IV.

Other/Information Items

V.

Approval of Minutes
A.

VI.

June 24, 2019 Meeting Minutes

Adjournment

Wetlands Mitigation Ordinance Update
Background
Currently, any developer or property owner proposing to fill or alter wetlands must meet the standard
of “no reasonable alternative” to their plan. This ordinance proposes to add a second step for any
wetlands fill or alteration greater than 500 square feet (with some exceptions noted in the proposed
ordinance). This second step would require that when there is no reasonable alternative to filling or
altering a wetland, the property owner submit a compensation project plan that would preserve,
restore, or enhance or create wetlands either on the property, on lots adjacent to the property, or
elsewhere in Kennebunk. If such a plan is not possible, the property owner may pay into a wetlands
compensation fund.
Any alteration under 500 feet would require the property owner to fulfill only the first step – meet the
standard of no feasible alternative. Alterations greater than 20,000 square feet would continue to fall
under state NRPA jurisdiction.
This ordinance would fulfill the recommendation in the Comprehensive Plan that a wetlands mitigation
ordinance be adopted by the town.

Update
When the Conservation Commission met with the Planning Board in March about the Wetlands
Mitigation Ordinance, the Planning Board asked us to investigate the experience of other towns with
mitigation ordinances and to find out what other states are doing. We did this.
We found only two towns in Southern Maine with an ordinance – Kittery and South Portland. Both were
positive about their ordinances, though in Kittery it seemed to be little used. The Kittery CC did say that
the ordinance led in some instances to bridges being built over wetlands rather than culverts and fill. In
South Portland, the Conservation Commission chair said
“The City has small areas wetlands and as part of our ordinance, the remaining
wetlands area after alteration must be buffered by a 25’ upland vegetative buffer. If
for any reason the developer can’t buffer the wetlands, a $4.00/square foot (for
commercial development) and $1.50/square foot (for residential development) will be
assessed for the loss of buffer. So combined there is a large economic incentive to
reduce the impact. Furthermore, the developer is required to do a thorough
alternative analysis justifying all impact the wetland and upland vegetative buffer
areas.”
Note that he recommended that we not use a specific compensation amount that can’t rise with the
increase in land values. While most of mitigation comes in the form of reduced impacts, developers do
pay into the mitigation fund, which the town uses to “add stormwater BMPs and restoration of the
riparian buffers mainly in our Impaired Stream areas.”
We also looked at what other states are doing in the Northeast and New Jersey. Their definitions of
wetlands and requirements were similar to Maine’s, but in New Hampshire and New Jersey, they
calculated the ratios (e.g., how many acres need to be preserved for every acre filled) for projects

differently. Their ratios reflect the relative benefits of each type of mitigation project. We have
incorporated their ratios into the ordinance.

Things to Note:
•
•

•

•

We have used the NRPA formula for the compensation fee.
At John Stoll’s suggestion, we have taken strong positions with the anticipation that the Board of
Selectmen will push back. For example, we call for no wetlands fill or alteration in the Rural
Conservation District.
Per John Stoll’s suggestion, we have pulled apart the ordinance in the following way:
o Definitions will be put into the Definitions section of the Zoning Ordinance
o Application and review procedures will be put into Article 7, where Special Exception
procedures reside.
o The rest of the ordinance will be in Article 10.
The ordinance requires that all mitigation be done in Kennebunk.

Status of proposed ordinance
The attached ordinance reflects Conservation Commission changes made in response to our research,
meetings with John Stoll and the changing times.

Moving Forward
The main question outstanding is implementation. How will the fund be set up? How do we identify
possible mitigation projects? The Conservation Commission will be meeting with Mike Pardue to start
working through that question.
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Proposed Zoning Amendment
10.3.P. Shoreland/Wetland Mitigation and Compensation Standards – (Outline)
1.

Purpose

2.

Applicability

4.

Exemptions

5.
a.

Application and Review Procedures
Application
b.
Process
c.
Review Standards
• Minor
• Major

6.

Wetland Compensation Projects

7.

Appeals

8.

Wetland Compensation Fees

9.

Expiration of Permits

10.

Amendments to the Permits
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ADD FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS TO ARTICLE 2 (DEFINITIONS)
WETLANDS – Wetlands include coastal wetlands, forested wetlands and freshwater wetlands, as
defined below.
Alteration. Dredging, bulldozing; removing or displacing soil, sand, vegetation or other
materials; draining or dewatering; filling; or any construction, repair or alteration of any
permanent structure that results in the alteration or degradation of a wetland.
Exemptions under this definition include:
(1) An activity disturbing very little soil such as installing a fence post or planting shrubs by
hand;
(2) The addition of a minor feature to an existing structure such as a bench or hand rail; and
(3) The construction, repair or alteration of a small structure with minimal impact such as a
nesting box, pasture fence, or staff gauge.
Coastal Wetlands: "Coastal wetlands" means all tidal and subtidal lands; all areas with vegetation
present that is tolerant of salt water and occurs primarily in a salt water or estuarine habitat; and any
swamp, marsh, bog, beach, flat or other contiguous lowland that is subject to tidal action during the
highest tide level for the year in which an activity is proposed as identified in tide tables published by
the National Ocean Service. Coastal wetlands may include portions of coastal sand dunes.
Compensation. Replacement of a lost or degraded wetland function with a function of equal or
greater value.
Enhancement. An activity increasing the net value of a wetland by improving the ability of an
existing, degraded wetland or water to support natural aquatic life, through substantial alterations to
the soils, vegetation and/or hydrology.
Fill. (verb) To put into or upon, supply to, or allow to enter a wetland or water body any earth, rock,
gravel, sand, silt, clay, peat or debris; b. (noun) material, other than structures, placed adjacent to a
wetland or water body; material placed in a wetland or water body with the result of a change in the
bottom elevation or character or boundaries of the wetland or water body. This term also includes
roads, paths and other projects consisting of uncontained material regardless of how long the material
remains in the wetland or water body.
Floodplain wetland. "Floodplain wetland" means lands adjacent to a river, stream or brook that are
inundated with floodwater during a 100-year flood event and that under normal circumstances support a
prevalence of wetland vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soils.
Forested wetland. "Forested wetland" means a freshwater wetland dominated by woody vegetation that is 6
meters tall, or taller.
Freshwater wetlands. "Freshwater wetlands" means freshwater swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas
that are: Inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and for a duration sufficient to
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support, and which under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of wetland vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soils; and not considered part of a great pond, coastal wetland, river, stream or
brook.

Functions. The roles wetlands serve which are of value to society or the environment including, but
not limited to, flood water storage, flood water conveyance, ground water recharge and discharge,
erosion control, wave attenuation, water quality protection, scenic and aesthetic use, food chain
support, fisheries, wetland plant habitat, aquatic habitat and wildlife habitat.
Mitigation. Actions taken to off-set potential adverse environmental impact. Such actions include
the following:
(1) Avoiding an impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of an action resulting in
the impact;
(2) Minimizing an impact by limiting the magnitude or duration of an activity, or by controlling
the timing of an activity;
(3) Rectifying an impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment;
(4) Reducing or eliminating an impact over time through preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the project; and
(5) Compensating for an impact by replacing affected resources or environments.
Wetlands of Special Significance. All coastal wetlands and great ponds are considered wetlands of
special significance. In addition, certain freshwater wetlands are considered wetlands of special
significance.
Freshwater Wetlands of Special Significance. A freshwater wetland of special significance has
one or more of the following characteristics.
1. Critically imperiled or imperiled community. The freshwater wetland contains a natural
community that is critically imperiled (S1) or imperiled (S2) as defined by the Department of
Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry’s Maine Natural Areas Program (authorized by 12
M.R.S.A. § 544).
2. Significant wildlife habitat. The freshwater wetland contains significant wildlife habitat as
defined by 38 M.R.S.A. § 480-B(10).
3. Location near coastal wetland. The freshwater wetland area is located within 250 feet of a
coastal wetland.
4. Location near GPA great pond. The freshwater wetland area is located within 250 feet of the
normal high water line, and within the same watershed, of any lake or pond classified as GPA
under 38 M.R.S.A. § 465-A.
5. Aquatic vegetation, emergent marsh vegetation or open water. The freshwater wetland
contains under normal circumstances at least 20,000 square feet of aquatic vegetation,
emergent marsh vegetation or open water, unless the 20,000 or more square foot area is the
result of an artificial ponds or impoundment.
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6. Wetlands subject to flooding. The freshwater wetland area is inundated with floodwater
during a 100-year flood event based on flood insurance maps produced by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency or other site-specific information.
7. Peat lands. The freshwater wetland is or contains peat lands, except that the department may
determine that a previously mined peat land, or portion thereof, is not a wetland of special
significance.
8. River, stream or brook. The freshwater wetland area is located within 25 feet of a river,
stream or brook.

NEW ARTICLE 7 (SECTION 5)
Special Exception for Wetlands Fill or Alteration Application and Review Procedures –
A. Application – The applicant shall submit eleven (11) copies of the application to the Town Planner’s
Office in order to be scheduled for the next available Planning Board or Site Plan Review Board
agenda (as applicable). The following submissions are required as part of a complete application:

Comment [JS1]: CC should get one copy

(1) Application fee (as set by order of the Board of Selectmen). In addition, the applicant shall be
responsible for and will be billed for any professional review costs generated by the review.
(2) A Mitigation Plan prepared by a certified wetlands specialist selected by the Planning Board and
paid by the applicant which:
•
•
•

Delineates and evaluates the functions and values of the wetland/shoreland site being
impacted by the proposed development,
Address the impacts to the aquatic resource, and
Proposes a plan for replacing the loss of the aquatic resource and/or buffer area by
creating, restoring, and/or enhancing similar aquatic resource functions and values, either
within the development site or on a site nearby as set forth in the Wetland Compensation
Project Standards in Subsection 6 of this Section.

B. Review and Approval Criteria – The Planning Board (or Site Plan Review Board in the case of
Site Plan Application) may permit minor wetland fills and/or development within the Shoreland
setback area upon a positive finding that each of the following criteria has been met:
(1) For projects that fill from 1 to 499 square feet of wetland and/or Shoreland Zone setback area,
the applicant has made a clear showing that:
(a) No reasonable alternative exists and that no greater setback from the Shoreland/wetland
area can be achieved. The applicant shall provide evidence that the following alternatives
are not feasible:
1) Utilizing, managing or expanding one or more other sites that would avoid or reduce
the wetland impact,
2) Reducing the size, scope, configuration or density of the project as proposed, thereby
avoiding or reducing the wetland impact, and
3) Developing alternative project designs, such as cluster development, that avoids or
lessens the wetland impact;
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(b) the project meets all applicable Federal and State permit requirements, and the applicant
provides evidence that those agencies have approved the application;
(c) the proposed use will not result in:
• a measurable increase in the discharge of surface waters to the Shoreland/wetland,
• a measurable reduction in the Shoreland/wetland’s capacity for retention and
absorption of silt, organic matter, nutrients and pollutants,
• a measurable reduction in the Shoreland/wetland’s existing capacity to absorb, store
and slowly release storm water runoff,
• a measurable loss of important feeding, nesting, breeding or wintering habitat for
wildlife or aquatic life and/or
• A measurable increase in the existing seasonal temperature of surface waters in or
discharge to the Shoreland/wetland.
(2) In addition to meeting the criteria in C.(1) above, for projects filling or disturbing from 500 to
20,000 square feet of wetland and/or Shoreland setback area, or as otherwise required by the
Board, the applicant shall submit a wetland compensation plan showing proposed
compensation measures (as set forth in subsection 6 of this Section) to be taken to offset
potential adverse environmental impacts to the resource. Mitigation includes the preservation
of upland adjacent to the affected wetland, and compensating for an impact by replacing or
restoring affected resources.
a. The project will not fill or disturb a coastal wetland or its setback.
b. The project will not fill or disturb a wetland within the Rural Conservation District
(3) The Board may consult with technical experts, including but not limited to a wetlands
consultant, during the course of its review of the project to ensure that proposed methods of
compensation are adequate.
REPLACE ARTICLE 10.3.C(10) TEXT WITH FOLLOWING:
2. No person shall engage in the following wetland alteration activities without first obtaining a Wetlands
Permit from the Town of Kennebunk permitting authority (Planning Board of Site Plan Review Board)
under the provisions of Article 10, Section 3.P, unless the activity is explicitly exempted:
•
•
•
•

Dredging, bulldozing, removing or displacing soil, sand, vegetation or other materials;
Draining or otherwise dewatering;
Filling; or
Construction, repair or alteration of any permanent structure where such activity will result in the
alteration of a wetland.
•
NEW TEXT FOR ARTICLE 10.3.P
P. Shoreland/Wetland Mitigation Plan
1. Purpose-The Town of Kennebunk’s Shorelands and Wetlands are indispensable and fragile
resources that provide many public benefits including:
•

Maintenance of surface and groundwater quality through nutrient cycling, sediment trapping, and
serving as biological and chemical oxidation basins;
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•
•
•

Flood and storm water runoff control through temporary water storage, slow release, and ground
water recharge;
Open space and passive outdoor recreation areas; and
Habitat for fish and wildlife, and rare, threatened or endangered wildlife and plant species.

In recognition of the cumulative effect that frequent minor Shoreland/wetland alterations may have
on the environment of the Town, as well as the less frequent larger alterations, these
mitigation/compensation standards require that all proposed wetland alterations and/or development
be reviewed by the Conservation Commission and receive Shoreland/wetland mitigation plan
approval by the Planning Board (or Site Plan Review Board if shoreland/wetland alteration is part of
a site plan application) prior to receiving any permits from the Code Enforcement Officer.
2. Exemptions – A Shoreland / Wetlands Permit is not required under this section for:
•

•
•

Alterations in a wetland for an emergency repair of a public road, rail or utility line crossing or a
river, stream of brook for a distance of up to 100 feet from the normal high water line on both
sides, measured perpendicular to the bank of the river, stream or brook, and provided the total
project affects 500 square feet or less of the channel;
Walkways/Access structures. A wetland alteration consisting of a walkway or access structure
for public purposes or that is necessary to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act; or
Wetland alteration activities required to perform compensation as a condition of a Natural
Resources Protection Act (NRPA) permit by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection
(MDEP) pursuant to the MDEP Wetlands and Waterbodies Protection Rules

Comment [JS6]: CC comment: this exemption is
too liberal. Additional wording is ours.

3. Compensation Project Plans
A. Additional Plan Information: Any plan which includes a compensation project will include the
information required in Part II. Of the NRPA Application; except that any deed restrictions or
conservation easements shall grant a right of enforcement to the Town of Kennebunk.
B. Types of Compensation Projects: More than one type of compensation project may be allowed
on a single project. Compensation project may include:
1. Preservation: Preservation of existing wetlands and/or adjacent uplands where the site to
be preserved provides significant wetland functions and values that might otherwise be
degraded by unregulated activity;
2. Restoration:
Restoration of previously degraded wetlands, including but not limited to,
removal or invasive non-native wetland plants; or
3. Enhancement: For the purposes of this Ordinance, enhancement is any activity improving
the ability of an existing, degraded wetland or water to support natural aquatic life, through
substantial alterations to the soils, vegetation and/or hydrology.
4. Creation: For the purpose of compensation, is defined as an activity bringing a wetland into
existence at a site where it did not formerly occur.
C. Compensation amounts – The following ratios indicate the acreage needed in a compensation
project relative to the acreage altered by the proposed project or activity.
•

8:1 for preservation projects. At the discretion of the permitting authority, upland areas
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•
•

adjacent to a wetland may be included in a preservation project;
1:1 for restoration or creation projects
5:1 for enhancement projects
Comment [JS9]: This is from the state of Maine

All amounts are doubled for wetlands of Special Significance as defined in Article 2, Section 2.
D. Location of Compensation Projects – The mitigation project shall take place in a location:
1. On or close to the project site as possible; preference shall be given to restoration projects that
will off-set lost functions and values within, or in close proximity to, the affected wetland.
2. If approved by the permitting authority, compensation may occur in an off-site location
within Kennebunk where is will satisfy local wetland protection priorities.
E. Standards for Compensation Projects – Where a compensation project is required, the
following standards shall apply:
•

Financial and Technical Capability: The applicant shall demonstrate sufficient financial
resources to complete the proposed compensation work, including subsequent monitoring and
corrective actions, if applicable. The applicant shall also demonstrate, for restoration or
enhancement projects, sufficient scientific expertise to carry out the proposed compensation
work

•

Monitoring - For restoration or enhancement projects, the applicant set forth a plan for annual
reporting and remediation measures during monitoring of the restored wetland or
enhancement over a minimum of five (5) years, which shall include contingency plans for
replanting or other corrections if the project fails to meet project goals during that time. The
annual report will be addressed to the Kennebunk Town Planner, with a copy sent to the
Conservation Commission.

•

Maintenance - For restoration, enhancement, or creation projects, the permit holder may be
required to conduct activities to assure the accomplishment of compensation goals, after the
implementation phase of a compensation project has been completed.

•

Persistence - For restoration, enhancement, and creation projects, on the basis of an updated
functional assessment, a minimum of 85% of the compensation area must successfully
replace the altered wetland's functions and values after a period of three years unless
otherwise approved by the permitting authority. If this level is not achieved, or if evidence
exists that the compensation site is becoming less effective, the Town may require additional
monitoring and corrective action, or additional wetland restoration in order to achieve the
compensation ratio as originally approved.
Protection - A compensation project involving restoration or preservation of wetlands and/or
preservation or enhancement of upland areas adjacent to wetlands shall ensure that the
wetlands will remain wetlands in perpetuity, and any upland areas will remain undeveloped in
perpetuity, through a covenant and restriction in the deed, or a conservation easement
conveyed to a local or state conservation group or the Town of Kennebunk, and approved by
the permitting authority. Any easement or deed restriction shall list the Town of Kennebunk

•
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as an enforcing agent. The scope of permitted land management practices to be included in
the easement or covenant and deed restriction shall be subject to approval by the permitting
authority.
•

Completion – The Compensation Plan will be required to be completed prior to, or concurrent
with, the permitted alteration, unless otherwise approved by the permitting authority.

F. Performance Guarantee. No compensation plan approval shall be deemed final nor shale the
final site plan be released until the developer has filed a performance guarantee with the Town
Planner covering the total cost of the compensation plan. The performance guarantee may take
any of the forms permitted for Site Plan Review and will be held for three years.
4. Wetland Compensation Fees

Comment [JS10]: Don’t know if this is right.
Comment [JS11]: Need language about how it
will be included with performance guarantee for
whole project.

(A.) Wetland Compensation: Where a wetland area of 500 square feet or greater will be
unavoidably impacted by a proposed activity or development, a fee shall be assessed and
payment shall be submitted per subsection (B) below, payable to the Town of Kennebunk, prior
to issuance of a permit. Such fee will only be accepted if the applicant does not have the option
to propose a feasible wetland compensation project that would receive approval of a wetland
compensation project consistent with this Ordinance, and shall submit information required for
compensation projects as provided in Part II of the NRPA Permit Application. A wetland
compensation project must be approved by the permitting authority.
(B.) Wetland Compensation Fees
1. Compensation fee amounts. Compensation fees shall be computed using the calculation
devised under the Maine Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) (38 M.R.S.A. § 480 Z).
This calculation is: Direct wetland impact/square foot x (natural resource enhancement &
restoration cost/square foot + the average assessed land valuation/square foot)) The average
assessed land valuation will be the average assessed per acre value of land in the Town of
Kennebunk. If wetlands of Special Significance, as defined in Article 2, Section 2, are
affected, the calculation above will be multiplied by two. Any compensation fee shall be paid
to the Town of Kennebunk which shall deposit it into a Wetlands Compensation Fund.
(C.) Wetland Compensation Fund
1. Establishment. The municipal officers shall establish a Wetland Compensation Fund on or
before the effective date of this Ordinance.
2. Purposes and Uses. The Fund shall be permanently and exclusively dedicated to payment of
costs and related expenses of wetland compensation projects as defined in this Ordinance,
which are approved by the Town’s permitting authority and the Board of Selectmen. Costs
for administering the fund may be charged to the fund, but shall not exceed five percent of the
fees collected or deposited pursuant to this Ordinance.
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3. Payments to the Fund. Compensation fees collected pursuant to this Ordinance shall be
deposited into the Fund. The Town of Kennebunk may accept payments into the Wetland
Compensation Fund for compensation required by the state or federal governments for
permits issued by those authorities for wetland alterations.
5. Administration.
(1.) The Town of Kennebunk may make payments from the fund consistent with the purposes
and uses of the fund as stated in 8(C)(2).
(2.) Income received under this subsection may be invested as provided by law. Interest on
these investments must be credited to the Wetlands Compensation Fund.
(3.) The Town of Kennebunk may enter into an enforceable, written agreement with a public,
quasi-public, or private non-profit organization dedicated to the protection of wetlands
and other natural areas for the purposes of administering the Wetlands Compensation
Fund and ensuring that compensation projects are implemented consistent with the
standards and provisions for compensation projects set forth in this Ordinance. If
compensation fees are provided to an authorized organization, the organization shall
maintain records of expenditures and provide an annual summary report to the Town of
Kennebunk. If the organization does not perform in accordance with this subsection or
with the requirements of the written agreement, the Town of Kennebunk may revoke the
organization's authority to conduct activities in accordance with this subsection. If an
organization's authorization is revoked, any funds provided to it must be returned to the
Compensation Fund.
(4.) Any compensation fee deposited into the Fund for a permit issued pursuant to this
Ordinance that is not committed to a specific wetland compensation project within ten
years of deposit into the Fund shall be transferred to the Kennebunk Conservation Land
Purchase Account
6. Expiration of Permits
A Shoreland / Wetlands Permit issued pursuant to this Ordinance shall remain effective for as long as
the accompanying NRPA permit is valid, and may be renewed for up to 1 year.
7. Amendments to the Permit
Wetlands Permits are dependent upon and limited to the wetland mitigation proposals contained in
the permit application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed by the applicant. Any
variation from the wetland mitigation plans, proposals, and supporting documents, except minor
changes that do not affect approval standards or alter the essential nature of the compensation
proposal and which have been endorsed in writing on the permit by the Code Enforcement Officer, is
subject to review and approval by the Board that granted the original approval.
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RECOMMENDATIONS – FINAL (Includes highlighted items changed at June 19 Committee meeting)
NOTES ON COMP PLAN INTRODUCTION: (REVIEWED)
1. Include a brief overview that Kennebunk has approved a smart growth style land use pattern in
past plans and this updated plan continues that tradition. (Add a few sentences about what
smart growth is.)
2. Include the fact that Kennebunk is an Age-Friendly Community, a designation which carries with
it a commitment to consider eight domains of community planning and development: The eight
domains are: Outdoor spaces and Buildings, Communications and Information, Social
Participation, Housing, Respect and Social Inclusion, Civic Participation and Employment,
Transportation, Community Support and Health Services. In the development of this
Comprehensive Plan, all these eight domains have been carefully considered
3. Include a reference to the 1991 Comp Plan’s state, regional and local goals, indicating that for
historical interest they are included in the appendices.
A. Population (REVIEWED)
All Recommendations moved to Housing. Add to Population Issues and Implications, “Concerns about
population trends are addressed by Recommendations in Housing and Land Use Chapters.“
B. Housing (REVIEWED)
1. The Town should establish a Housing Committee with appropriate town staff support, to
address the described data and political issues and to formulate a Housing Plan consistent with
economic and demographic projections as described above. As part of this, the Town should
facilitate a town-wide discussion of what blend of housing is desirable. Data to understand the
characteristics of the vacant, rented and seasonal housing and their impact on the Town, should
be part of the housing plan. Issues to be considered under a Housing Plan include:
a. The Town should create a plan for the development of middle market affordable
housing available for households at 80% to 120% of the area median income. The plan
would include creative plans to leverage private and governmental funds, facilitating
zoning ordinances and a commitment to providing appropriate housing (“income
restricted” “affordable” and “market”) to meet the needs of the entire population of the
town as well as those the town would like to attract.
b. The Town should consider the Sustain Southern Maine Center of Opportunity Village
model, with a mix of housing that provides easy (walkable) accessibility to downtown
areas, and is multi-generation and neighborhood oriented. Such housing is especially
important for retired families with limitations on transportation and heightened
concerns for safety, but is also suited for working-age families. Solutions to affordable
housing issues may well depend on regional cooperation.
c. The Town should identify zoning incentives to promote affordable housing, including
mixed-age housing developments. Incentives to consider are density bonuses, and
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zoning overly districts to permit higher density where public services are available or
may be extended.
d. Kennebunk has been encouraging development of accessory housing units and it is
recommended that the Town should continue to do so in order to encourage the largest
number of residents who qualify.
2. The Town should amend zoning to accommodate smaller units at higher density closer to
services in order to address the increasing proportion of one-person households
3. The Town should identify zoning restrictions/disincentives that have limited the potential for
higher-density affordable housing/workforce housing in areas serviced by public utilities.
4. The Town should identify patterns of development that occurred prior to zoning and reevaluate
current lot size zoning requirements to identify opportunities to facilitate infill housing or
expand existing housing stock without adversely impacting abutting landowners.

C. Local Economy (REVIEWED)
1. The Town should diversify the tourism industry by incorporating trails, parks and the beach into
an eco-tourism program.
2. The Town should support the creative economy (professionals in the technology, arts,
engineering and other creative economy sectors) by:
a. Inventorying and understanding the level and types of creative talent in the community
and developing a focused attraction strategy for specific technical and professional
sectors.
b. Establishing a program that links youth, schools and new companies to the creative
economy.
3. The Town should continue to support the health care industry in Kennebunk.
4. The Town should continue to develop itself as a regional financial center.
5. The Town should take advantage of Kennebunk’s location and central access to the Turnpike by
promoting its presence at the Turnpike rest area with business-oriented promotional materials.
6. The Town should place an emphasis on improving first impressions at our “gateway” locations
and continue implementing wayfinding systems that are consistent with Kennebunk’s branding
programs to be developed.
7. The Town should support and provide resources to the EDC’s work to expand access to highspeed broadband, which is an incentive for businesses to locate in Kennebunk and also supports
the rising number of at-home workers.
8. The Town should evaluate zoning classifications next to state and interstate transportation
corridors to preserve adjacent land for potential non-residential reuse, e.g., train, I-95.

D. Natural Resources (REVIEWED)
1.

The Town should utilize the Rules outlined in Maine DEP Chapter 500 in managing stormwater
quantity and quality.
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2. The Town shall minimize impervious surfaces around water bodies in order to limit polluted runoffs into ponds, streams, rivers and the ocean.
3. Wetlands:
a. The Town shall develop and implement wetland mitigation regulations consistent with
best practices in the State.
b. Town ordinances shall be reviewed with special consideration of setbacks appropriate
for the protection of wildlife corridors and prevention of the degradation of water
quality in streams, rivers and aquafers due to run-off of pollutants.
c. The Town should evaluate the extent to which “allowed with review” alteration of small
wetlands amounts to significant alteration through a process of “nibbling”.
4. The Town shall continue to support both public and private efforts to acquire and maintain
conservation land consistent with the priorities established by the Open Space Planning
Commission in the Plan approved by voters in 2004 and adopted as an amendment to the 2004
Comprehensive Plan. Elements of this support shall be:
a. Beginning with Habitat maps should be used as screening documents for Town Staff, the
Code Office, the Site Plan Review Board an d the Planning Board with regard to
development where they have oversight.
b. Wherever possible, support efforts to conserve contiguous tracts of undeveloped
habitat in order to sustain wildlife corridors. This includes the Branch Brook corridor
which also plays a critical role in maintaining the quality of our public drinking water.
5. In 2012, the Town adopted a Pest Management Policy for the use of pesticides on Town owned
land.
a. The Town, through the Conservation Commission, shall continue to support public
education and to inform citizens of the immediate risks to health as well as the longterm impact on the soil, water, and air of many non-organic pesticides.
b. Central Maine Power uses herbicides to clear the land around its high-power
transmission lines. The Utility will hand clear only if the Town pays a fee for the
incremental cost. The Town should therefore explore the possibility of an ordinance
prohibiting the use of non-organic herbicides by all utilities within the Town of
Kennebunk.
6. Many residents in Kennebunk are served by private wells and septic systems (70% public water,
48% public sewer).
a. The Town should establish a database of private wells and septic systems.
b. Consideration should be given to an ordinance requiring evidence of inspection/pumpout of septic systems at prescribed intervals. The ordinance might also include provision
for the Town to perform maintenance and lien property for payment.
7. The Town should continue to support and fund the Main Healthy Beaches water quality testing
program and volunteer programs to test the Mousam and Kennebunk Rivers. The Town should
continue to support the and seek grant funding for the joint (Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
Arundel and Lyman with the assistance of the York County Soil and Water Conservation
Commission) effort to identify and remediate the sources of bacterial pollution of the
Kennebunk River and Kennebunk public beaches.
8. The Town should continue to encourage public education on the subject of vernal pools and
their role in the maintenance of healthy ecosystems.
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E. Public Utilities (REVIEWED)
Cable and Internet
1. High quality cable, phone and internet services have become a critical component both for
quality of life and economic prosperity. The Town should create a Technology Workgroup to
make recommendations as needed.
Water
1. The Town and Water District should continue to ensure that public water supplies are protected
from the risk of contamination.
Light & Power
1. The Town and KLPD should create guidelines for removal of vegetation under all electric
transmission lines, including manual versus chemical clearing, which was addressed in the
Recommendations section of the Natural Resources Chapter.
Sewer District
1. The Town Selectmen should work collaboratively with the Board of Trustees of the Sewer
District to develop a creative and equitable solution in order to fund increased sewer capacity to
support planned growth. This solution must address the pending requirements of the 2021
relicensing timeframe.
2. The Town and the Sewer District should conduct a cost/benefit feasibility study for West
Kennebunk to identify costs of sewer infrastructure expansion to support business and
residential growth.
3. The Town should continue to refine the mapping of growth areas so the District can better
understand where service might be needed.
KLP, KKWWD, KSD:
1. The Town should continue to meet regularly with the KLP, KKWWD, and KSD to review the cost
of utilities for residents affected by utility infrastructure costs.

F. Transportation (REVIEWED)
Alternative Modes of Transportation
1. The Town should appoint a Transportation Policy Advisory Committee to provide guidance for
bicycle, pedestrian, ride-sharing/car pooling and all other alternative transportation policies.
The new Committee should consider naming separate subcommittees to focus on these
different modes, for example, Bike/Ped and Transit. Among other tasks, this committee would
with public input implement a Complete Streets policy and create a supporting Bicycle and
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Pedestrian Plan. As part of this new Plan, the Town should establish a policy for connectivity of
all pedestrian and bikeway systems.
2. The Town should consider options for public transportation to reduce the number of cars on the
road. Such transportation could perhaps be coordinated with neighboring towns to provide
inter-town commuting potential.
3. The Town should support and implement transportation resources for older residents and
others with reduced mobility, coordinating with volunteer organizations such as No Place Like
Home and FISH, and the Independent Transportation Network’s pilot program ITN Country.
Road Maintenance and Capital Investment
1. The Town should ensure that this capital investment program be reevaluated annually to
protect the Town’s investment, recognizing the 2018 adoption of the ARAN system for
cataloging roadwork needs.
Private Road Responsibilities
1. The Town and the Planning Board should review the Town’s policies and capabilities for
providing emergency response services to residents of private roads to identify potential
liabilities and the need for different or additional policies. This may require a survey of residents
or a public meeting with Public Safety personnel. A review of the policies of other towns should
be conducted.
Public Parking
1. The Town should identify a list of town locations where public auto parking is presently needed
in order to facilitate future purchase opportunities as they develop. The Lower Village solution
may involve a remote parking lot and use of shuttles.
2. The Town should improve wayfinding and parking signage on Main Street and in Lower Village
to help direct tourists to needed parking.
Traffic Management
1. The town should periodically monitor levels of congestion on its main arteries and seek input
from emergency service providers to identify potential problem areas.
2. The Portland Road Traffic Management Study should be revisited and updated.
Connector Roadways
1. The Town should continue to implement the Central York County Connection Study’s
recommendation to eliminate Y-intersections in order to improve both traffic flow and
intersection safety.

G. Municipal Facilities (REVIEWED)
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1. The Town should plan for succession in key personnel positions and prioritize building and
facility needs (KPD, Fire Rescue, Public Services, Washington Hose, Town Hall, Parks &
Recreation). The Town should have strategic plans with objectives and timelines to reach those
objectives.
2. The Town should implement planning processes for climate change, housing, transportation,
and land use to accommodate changing needs in these critical areas.
3. The Town should proceed with the State-mandated Codification of Ordinances, a formal
Disaster Recovery Plan and enhanced security systems at Town Hall.
4. The Town should continue to explore cost efficiencies through regionalization and cooperation
with neighboring towns (Fire Rescue, Animal Control and Harbormaster being a good start.)
5. The Town should develop a plan (and budget process) to transition Fire Rescue from increasingly
scarce “per diems” and volunteers to full time staff.
6. The Town should evaluate the effectiveness of the existing planning process, inclusive of staff
review, site plan review and the Planning Board. The evaluation should include a review of other
like-sized towns’ processes, and recommend a more streamlined structure.
7. The Town should consider the restoration of the Assistant Town Planner position to allow
greater focus on future planning.

H. History, Cultural and Archaeological Resources (REVIEWED)
Historic Preservation
1. The Town should assess the benefits and potential cost/concerns for expanding the Historic
Overlay District to include Kennebunk downtown area as recommended by the Maine
Development Foundation’s Downtown Center team.
2. The Town should ensure that a process for writing Certified Local Government (CLG) grant
requests is available through a CLG grant writer.
3. The Town should support a youth outreach program for historic preservation as part of an
educational program to raise awareness of the historic attributes of buildings, properties and
archaeological sites within Kennebunk. A Kennebunk High School student could be assigned to
serve an internship on the Historic Preservation Commission. This would be
recognized/accepted as the student’s Community Service requirement. The duties could involve
research of historic properties, inputting application data, and assisting in identifying projects in
need of grant funding and writing.
4. The Town should encourage strategies to help preserve the cultural and historic heritage of the
Town in the face of frequent turnover of property ownership, and deterioration of some
properties.
5. The Town should review existing ordinances to strengthen existing local regulations regarding
historic preservation. This could include language that supports the established Kennebunk
Historic Overlay District Guidelines and requirement for obtaining a Certificate Of
Appropriateness.
6. The Town should remain flexible in reaching accommodations with purchasers of homes and
current residents within the Overlay District on a case-by-case basis, especially when working
6

with more notable structures that may require exceptional rehabilitation to maintain its historic
structure and character.
Cemeteries
1. The Town should establish a Cemetery Workgroup to research and promote the heritage of the
Kennebunk ancestral history.
2. The Town should support a budget for the care and work done on behalf of Kennebunk
cemeteries. The Town should encourage creative solutions and partnerships to maintain the
cemeteries and enhance their public benefits.
Mousam River Dams
1. The Town should continue to follow the progress of the FERC environmental assessment and the
status of licensing of the dams to America First Hydro, LLC. The Town Manager should ensure
the Kennebunk Selectmen and town residents receive ongoing updates on the process. The
Town should also stay informed of other developments that might arise concerning the future of
the dams.
Cultural Assets
Brick Store Museum
1. The Town should continue to collaborate with the Brick Store Museum to identify additional
archaeological sites and consider strategies to protect and preserve archaeological sites and
resources.
2. The Town should encourage educational programs and collaboration with other historical
and cultural assets in the Town to broaden understanding of our cultural heritage and its
impact on the life of Kennebunk today.
Kennebunk Free Library
1. See Transportation Chapter for parking recommendations.

I. Marine Resources (REVIEWED)
1. The town should work with local property owners and others to protect major points of
physical and visual access to coastal waters, especially along public ways and in public parks.
(Note: added from SMPDC suggestions)
2. The Town should assess whether additional steps should be taken to ensure adequate
future opportunities for commercial boats.
3. The Town should ensure that commercial marine uses are retained along the harbor.
4. The Town should expand public access to the Kennebunk River and Mousam Rivers, which
has been identified as a high priority need.
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5. The Town should continue to monitor the balance of commercial and recreational use of the
harbor (including mooring use).
6. The Monastery is a very significant and valuable open space area along the Kennebunk
River. The Town should work with the Monastery to preserve or expand public access to this
riverfront property. and the surrounding ecosystem.

K. Climate Change/Sea Level Rise (REVIEWED)
1. The Town should form a Workgroup comprised of staff and volunteers, making sure that
members of related committees such as Energy Efficiency, Economic Development and the
Conservation Commission are involved. The Workgroup’s role would be to monitor the flow
of information around climate change and sea level rise as they impact Kennebunk, and to
recommend best practices for adaptation and mitigation. Town staff’s role should be to
assist this effort by providing data and record-keeping expertise, as well as historical
continuity.
2. The Town should use cost benefit analysis to inform decision-making with regard to location
and design of new infrastructure as well as the fortification or retrofitting of existing
infrastructure – sea wall, etc. This provides detailed financial information to help determine
the most cost-effective strategy in terms of adaptation measures. In support of this:
a. The Town should improve analysis and mapping capabilities to identify vulnerable
areas.
b. The Town should support and participate in continued development of models and
data collection to help track and predict sea level rise, etc.
c. The Town should identify public assets at risk from sea level rise.
d. The Town should incorporate sea level rise into decision-making and design of
transportation improvements – road elevations, surfaces, storm water
management, bridge heights, etc.
3. The Town should review floodplain management and land use ordinances to strengthen
standards in vulnerable areas. Future zoning and setback requirements need to be adapted
to discourage growth and new development in threatened areas.
4. The Town should periodically update HAT (Highest Annual Tide) levels on the shoreland
zoning map.
5. The Town should continue to participate in NFIP (National Flood Insurance Program) and
CRS (Community Rating System) to assure best practices.
6. The Town should adopt a policy to restore more natural flows where tidal flows have been
restricted by existing road crossings or other development.
7. The Town should create a communications plan around climate change and sea level rise
and adaptation for residents about the impacts and the steps the Town is taking – and
encourage the school department to provide education on the same.
8. The Town should collaborate in local and regional efforts to address climate change and sea
level rise.
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9. The Town should continue climate change and energy efficiency efforts by signing a
commitment letter to the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate & Energy (GCofM) to
address the challenges of climate disruption. ALREADY DONE
10. The Town should increase the use of renewable energy resources.
11. The Town should make carbon free decisions and purchases whenever and wherever
feasible.
12. The Town should seek out cost-effective materials created from recycled material and
support companies using this material whenever feasible.

L. Land Use & Open Space – (REVIEWED)
Residential
1. Evaluation of the Town’s growth management plan indicates residential growth continues to
occur in both growth areas and rural areas. To more effectively support the traditional
village/rural pattern and discourage the move to make rural areas into suburban areas, the
Town should continue to limit the number of homes that may be built in the rural areas, while
providing adequate space for new homes in the village growth areas, which are supported by
services and infrastructure.
2. Demographically, Kennebunk has a high percentage of residents over age 65, the group most
likely to “downsize” to homes offering one floor living; the town’s heavy stock older multiplestory homes in the village growth areas does not meet this need. The Town should continue
promoting the recognition and expanded use of “accessory units” to help to fill this need, while
also encouraging appropriate infill development in village growth areas.
3. The Town should address the issue of rising sea levels, which are beginning to impact the safety
and structural integrity of homes and town infrastructure in areas located in the VE zone on
recently revised FEMA flood plain maps. (See Climate Change Chapter)
Commercial
1. The Town should continue investment in Downtown, West Kennebunk Village and Lower Village
maintenance and infrastructure improvements to encourage additional private investments in
these districts.
2. Public parking limitations in Lower Village are a source of frustration for visitors and residents
alike. The Town should investigate solutions for additional parking, including public-private
partnerships, along with options for shuttle bus service.
3. The Town has amended zoning regulations for commercial districts that previously permitted
the development of new residential uses to prevent such mixed use. The Town should reassess
whether this is a positive step and determine whether or not to expand the Town’s commercial
tax base and/or incorporate multi-use development.
4. The Town should investigate the potential and benefit of expanding the boundaries of the
present business zoning districts.
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5. The Town should further study and evaluate wetlands in the Route 1 South district to provide
adequate environmental protections while allowing appropriate business expansion.
6. The Town should evaluate zoning classifications next to state and interstate transportation
corridors to preserve adjacent land for potential non-residential reuse.
7. The Town should identify patterns of development that occurred prior to zoning and reevaluate
current lot size zoning requirements to identify opportunities to facilitate infill uses without
adversely impacting abutting landowners.
Open Space
1. The Town should continue to work with Kennebunk citizens to determine the long-term open
space needs of the Town, including open space locations, types of open space, and the desired
amount of open space needed, particularly for recreational uses.
2. The Town should develop an overarching plan to connect open space in separate cluster
subdivisions to maintain contiguous habitat that protects the integrity of wildlife habitat and
watersheds. (See Natural Resources Chapter) REDUNDANT – IN NR CHAPTER
3. The Town should develop ordinance amendments to reduce impervious area in order to
minimize stormwater run-off into the rivers and wetlands. REDUNDANT - DITTO

M. Fiscal Resources (REVIEWED)
1. Moody’s Investor Services announced in February 2018 that municipalities’ preparedness for
climate change would be taken into consideration when assessing credit risk. Recognizing this,
the Town should immediately proceed with recommendations elsewhere in this Plan for
addressing climate change.
2. The Town should take care to match its debt with the lives (or term) of assets being financed.
The use of long-term debt to finance current expenses or short-lived assets only results in
shifting current shortfalls to future taxpayers.
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NOTE TO READERS: This is a draft of the Kennebunk Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive
Plan provides us with a description of the town today in a range of categories, and identifies
issues and recommendations for the future. The final version will include an introduction, be
professionally formatted and contain multiple photographs. As a town resident, you are
encouraged to look at this draft in this early format. We are now looking for comments and
opinions on its contents, especially the Issues & Implications and Recommendations sections at
the end of each chapter.
The Town will make changes to this draft based on the comments and opinions received, and
residents will vote whether or not to accept the final Plan in June 2019.

BOS SUGGESTION: EDIT SO SECTIONS MORE SIMILAR…

Chapter E: Public Utilities
Cable Television, Phone & Internet
Several companies provide cable, landline phone and internet service to all or part of Kennebunk
using a variety of technologies:
Companies using fiber optic technology:
• Stamford, Connecticut-based Charter Communications, which markets its services under
the Spectrum brand, offers TV, internet and phone service to 99% of Kennebunk
addresses. Charter/Spectrum is the second-largest telecommunications company in the
country, with customers in 41 states. https://www.spectrum.com/services/maine
• Consolidated Communications, headquartered in Mattoon, Illinois, serves customers in
24 states. TV, internet and phone service is available to 94% of Kennebunk addresses.
https://www.consolidated.com/about-us/locations/maine
• Great Works Internet is a privately held company headquartered in Biddeford, Maine
offering internet and phone service in several areas of the state. Service is available to
54.5% of Kennebunk addresses. https://www.gwi.net/
Companies using satellite-delivered technology:
• Residential internet service is available through HughesNet or ViaSat/Exede, both of
which are marketed primarily to rural areas without landline internet/cable. HughesNet is
headquartered in Germantown, Maryland. ViaSat/Exede is headquartered in Carlsbad,
California.
• https://www.hughesnet.com/
• https://www.exede.com/
• DirecTV and Dish Network offer TV service, with service available to all Kennebunk
addresses. DirecTV is headquartered in El Segundo, California. Dish Network is
headquartered in Englewood, Colorado.
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•

https://www.directv.com/
https://www.dish.com/

The availability of TV, internet and phone services at any specific address can be queried via:
https://locator.go2broadband.com/
This locator is provided by: https://www.cablelabs.com/shared-services-library/go2broadband/
Cell Phone Service/Mobile Internet
AT&T, Verizon, Sprint, U.S. Cellular, and T-Mobile are the primary service providers for the
Kennebunk area.
The website www.opensignal.com shows signal levels for specific cell phone carriers at various
points along main roadways. Strongest signal areas for each Kennebunk-area carrier are:
• AT&T – Along Fletcher Street and Alfred Road
• Verizon – Lower Village, Gooch’s Beach, Route 35/Alfred Road adjacent to the Maine
Turnpike
• Sprint – along Route 1, Route 9A
• U.S. Cellular – Lower Village, along Route 1, Fletcher Street.
• T-Mobile – Lower Village, beachfront areas, along Route 1, downtown Kennebunk,
Route 35/Alfred Road adjacent to the Maine Turnpike.
Signal levels, which impact user experience for cell phone calls and mobile internet access, are
determined by factors that include the distance from each carrier’s nearest tower location. There
are several towers in Kennebunk, although not all carriers are on each tower.
• 34 Forest Hill Lane
• Alewive Park Road
• Webber Hill Road
• 159 Port Road
Cell towers in Wells, Kennebunkport, Arundel and Sanford may improve signal quality for
Kennebunk users near those towns. There is a lack of strong cell phone signals in certain areas of
town that could potentially be addressed by construction of a new tower or two in specific areas.
Under the SEDAP, the Economic Development Committee has set up a working group tasked
with evaluating need and connecting with potential vendors. To date, one vendor (Verizon) has
installed small cell equipment on existing power poles near the beach to provide for increased
summer use of its data network.
Calls to 911 from a cell phone in Kennebunk connect with the closest cell tower and will be
received at the nearest York County 911 service entry point (there are 3 locations in York
County, including Sanford). To identify the caller’s location, the 911 system uses an algorithm to
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determine an “area of probability” based on signal strength and latitude/longitude. Identification
is most accurate when the caller is in a rural area, and less accurate in a densely populated area
with many buildings. The 911 dispatcher will request the caller to provide the address where
service is needed.
Current 4G/LTE cellphone technology provides 6-10mbps to users. “Fifth Generation” (5G)
technology envisions that smartphones and other internet-enabled devices will operate at much
faster speeds than what is available. The creation of a 5G network would require the
construction of additional physical infrastructure.
Natural Gas
A small portion of Kennebunk is served by Northern Utilities, a for-profit company doing
business as Unitil in the industrial area of West Kennebunk. In 2017, gas service was extended
out to Fletcher Street for the Kennebunk High School renovation and expansion project. At the
time of this Plan, expanding natural gas service to Route 1 North was under consideration.
Kennebunk Sewer District
The Kennebunk Sewer District was established by an act of the Maine State Legislature in 1955
as a quasi-municipal corporation. By its charter, the Kennebunk Sewer District’s service area
extends west to include the industrial zone west of the Maine Turnpike, east to the Atlantic
Ocean, north to Kennebunk River/Arundel Town line and south to the Branch Brook/Wells
Town Line. The District has 11.8 full-time equivalent employees. At the end of 2016, the
District’s indebtedness was $5.6 million.
As of 2016, the District had about 3,200 accounts, serving 48% of the community,
predominantly in the eastern portion of Kennebunk. The KSP plant accepts pumped septic tank
waste from vendors by permit, with disposal fees set by the District, with the stipulation that
waste cannot be contaminated. The map below depicts the District’s service area. (NOTE _
CHANGE TO MAP ON KSD WEB SITE)
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The District maintains the following infrastructure:
• The secondary treatment facility on 71 Water Street originally built in 1985.
• 36 miles of gravity sewer ranging in size from 4” to 30”
• 11.5 miles of force mains (pressure sewer) ranging in size from 4” to 12”, and
• 28 District-owned pumping stations.
The existing treatment plant treats the collected waste and discharges the treated effluent into the
Mousam River. The quality and quantity of the discharge is determined and regulated by the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection. As part of a contract with five other area towns,
sludge that remains at the end of the processing cycle is transported via truck to a composting
facility in Unity, Maine.
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Future Challenges: Effluent Discharge Limitations
The existing plant is capable of meeting the current discharge requirements as licensed by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection (MDEP). However, the District is anticipating new regulatory requirements for
nutrient removal, primarily nitrogen, in the near future. The existing biological treatment units at
the plant will be unable to remove nitrogen to the levels anticipated in future discharge licenses.
At this time, the MaineDEP is in the process of researching the effect of nitrogen and other
nutrients in all of the Maine estuaries, and the District is anticipating that they will be issuing
guidance and levels of removal in the next five to ten year timeframe. At that time, the District
would begin plans to design and construct new biological processes to meet these limits.
In the meantime, the District has developed a phased approach to construct the portions of the
plant that will need to be upgraded due to equipment life expectancies and capacity issues. The
plan would leave the biological upgrade to be done last once the nutrient license limits have been
established. The Phase 1 upgrade would include new headworks, modifications to the existing
laboratory and operator work area and upgrading the mechanical units in the secondary clarifiers.
These upgrades will address hydraulic capacity issues that are a prerequisite to the biological
upgrades in Phase II. The anticipated cost for Phase 1 is $7.5 million in 2015 dollars.
Growth
The District does not include any sewer extension plans in the 10-year Capital Improvement
Program (2019-2028). Expansion of the District infrastructure will need to be funded by private
development and will be limited by the hydraulic and biological capacity of the existing sewers
and treatment plant. A recently completed facility plan by Underwood Engineers has developed
5
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growth projections for the next 20 years within the District. The table below describes the
current flow and the projected average daily flows in the next 20 years.
Description
Residential gpd
Commercial gpd
Inflow/Infiltration gpd
Total

Recent Flow Contributions
20 year Projections
331,000
480,000
195,000
312,000
208,000
250,000
734,000
1,042,000

As noted above, the anticipated growth and the need to upgrade to an advanced treatment
wastewater facility for nitrogen removal will require a phased upgrade at the wastewater facility
over the next 15-20 years. The District is anticipating the new regulatory nitrogen limits from
MaineDEP at the end of the current discharge permit in 2021. The investment in equipment and
tankage needed in Phase II to meet new permit levels will be significant; specific costs will be
dependent on how low the permit levels are set. i.e., how much nitrogen will need to be removed.
Water Supply
The Kennebunk, Kennebunkport & Wells Water District (KKWWD) is a quasi-municipal water
utility that was established in 1921 by an act of the Maine State Legislature. The service area
extends 25 miles along the York County coast and includes the Towns of Kennebunk,
Kennebunkport, Wells, Ogunquit, Arundel and portions of Biddeford and York. KKWWD
serves a population that ranges from 30,000 to a seasonal high of 100,000 people, with
approximately X % located in Kennebunk. The District increased its water production between
1990-2000 by 43%, with another 11% increase since 2000. In 2016, 1.12 billion gallons of water
were produced, which equates to an average day demand of 3 million gallons (MGD). The
District’s water demands fluctuate seasonally due to the influx of seasonal customers and
tourism, resulting in peak daily demands approaching 7 MGD. Branch Brook was the District’s
only local source of water since 1895. In responses to growing demand, the system has been
interconnected to water utilities to the north and south to meet peak seasonal demands. In 2007,
the District began developing additional groundwater supplies, which as of 2016 provide
between 40%-45% of the water supply. Due to this, the District has not purchased any
significant amount of water from its neighboring utility to the north, the Biddeford & Saco Water
Division of Maine Water Company, or from its neighboring utility to the south, the York Water
District. Conversely, during the past few years, the District has provided water to both
neighboring utilities, at times at rates of up to 2 MGD.
The Kennebunk River Well was placed into service in 2012 and provided a quarter of the
District’s total water supply needs. In 2016 a small amount of two man-made chemicals (PFOS
and PFOA) were detected in the water. Although the level was far below the EPA’s newly
established Health Advisory Level of 70 PPT, the District shut the well down to research the
source of the contamination and create a cost-effective filtration system. It was determined the
source was material spread on a farm field in Arundel, across the Kennebunk River from the
District’s well. A new filtering system was put permanently on line in November 2018. At this
time, it is expected that the total capital cost of the filters and related infrastructure will be about
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$1.3 million, with an annual operating cost of about $60,000, resulting in a 2.5% increase to
customers’ water rates. Between 2000 and 2016, the total number of active meters in Kennebunk
grew from 3,765 to 4,660, an increase of 24%, which translates to total new 895 meters or an
average of 56 per year. From 2000 to 2016, the active number of meters in the District as a
whole increased by approximately 28%, to a total of 13,661 (as of 12/31/16).
Expansions to the water system are performed upon request in order to serve new development and
are funded by the requesting individuals/developers; in 2016, 14,000 new feet of service lines were
added; in 2017, 9,000 new feet of service lines were added. It is anticipated that the same process
will continue upon demand.
To ensure a diversity of water sources, KKW has sought to protect the integrity of Branch Brook
and its underlying aquifer by maintaining an ongoing relationship with Sanford Regional Airport,
Central Maine Power (KKW clears CMP’s easement in the BB zone by hand), Maine Turnpike
Authority, conservation groups, land trusts, Nature Conservancy, privacy property owners and
recreational users of the land, including snowmobiling and ATV clubs.
KKWWD has 40 employees, with annual revenue of $6.5 million, expenses of $6.2 million, and
indebtedness of $12.5 million.

Past Long-term Initiatives:
A. The Water District has made a number of significant improvements since 2000 including:
•

•

Development of two groundwater supplies, one near the Merriland River and one near the
Kennebunk River. These supplies are capable of producing over 400 million gallons per
year, with a short-term peak daily capacity of nearly 4 MGD.
Creation of a utility interconnection with York Water District and enhancement of the
existing connection with the Biddeford & Saco Div. of Maine Water Co. Combined,
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•
•
•
•

these connections are capable of moving up to 4 (additional?) MGD of water into or out
of the District’s water system.
Overall, since 2000 the District’s peak day capacity (during an extended drought) has
increased from approximately 6 MGD to over 10 MGD.
The District has purchased several key parcels of land in an effort to protect the
watershed from the potential negative impacts of development.
The District has completed all of its hydraulic “backbone” from Biddeford to Ogunquit
(being the hydraulic equivalent of a 20” diameter water transmission main).
Since 2000 the District has replaced (retired) 144,000 feet, or 12.5% of its water
distribution and transmission system.

B. Future Long-Term Initiatives:
•

•

•

•

KKWWD is continuing to maintain its infrastructure with a goal of replacing about 1% of
its underground facilities annually. A 1% replacement rate is the “gold standard”
according to the American Water Works Association (AWWA).
In 2005 KKWWD helped to create the Southern Maine Regional Water Council
(SMRWC), a State-chartered non-profit entity whose purpose, in addition to coordinating
efforts to save costs and improve customer service, is developing a comprehensive, longterm regional water supply plan for coastal southern Maine from Portland to Kittery.
The Water District continues to update its Master Plan evaluating all of its future water
supply options, including the continued utilization of some or all of its current water
supplies and existing utility interconnections with neighboring utilities to the north and
south.
Kennebunk could potentially become designated a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
System (MS4) Community due to the Town’s continued growth and expansion towards
nearby urbanized areas. If the Town receives an MS4 designation, then it would be
required to develop, implement, and enforce a stormwater program management
plan (SWPMP) that demonstrates how the Town will comply with Best Management
Practices (BMP) to effectively manage the discharge of storm water and detection and
elimination of pollutants from the MS4 system.

Electrical Power
Kennebunk is served by two electric power companies: Kennebunk Light and Power District
(KLPD), which is a quasi-municipal non-profit, and Central Maine Power (CMP), a for-profit
company. KLPD was originally created as a department of the Town in 1893 and later
incorporated as a District by the Legislature in 1951. The District serves all areas of the Town
except the beach and the Lower Village areas, which are presently served by CMP. KLPD has
seen annual growth in the 1 percent range, with total number of meters increasing from 5,681 in
2001 to 6,483 in 2016 (an average annual increase of .95%).
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The Kennebunk Light and Power District continues to be entirely self-supporting, with no
revenue requests to the Town. The District currently has 13 employees, with annual operating
revenues in 2015 of $13,288,474, which included fees collected for energy, transmission and
delivery, (an increase of 15.8% from the previous year). Operating expenses totaled $13,122,696
in 2015, an increase of 16.6% from 2014. As of 2016, the District had a debt of $3,525,356.
KLPD currently maintains three hydro-generation facilities on the Mousam River: Kesslen
Dam, Twine Mill Dam and Dane Perkins Dam. Average electrical generation (1.4-1.8 mWh) at
KLPD’s hydro facilities is approximately 1.5% of electricity consumed. In June of 2016,
KLPD’s Board of Trustees voted to surrender their license to generate hydropower at the three
facilities when the license expires in March of 2022.
In 2017, KLPD signed a 20-year agreement with DG Maine Solar LLC, a subsidiary of NextEra
Energy Resources, LLC. DG Maine Solar will design, permit, construct, operate, own and
maintain the solar array to be constructed adjacent to the District’s West Kennebunk substation.
The 2.9 MW DC solar array has an estimated output of 3.9 million kilowatt hours, just under 4
percent of KLPD’s annual kilowatt hours sales. KLPD policy currently supports net metering for
its customers considering solar installations.
KLPD has made repeated efforts over the years to purchase CMP’s Lower Village/Kennebunk
Beach territory, however has thus far has not been successful.
In addition to using locally produced electricity, including KL&P’s solar array in West
Kennebunk, both KL&P and CMP purchase electricity through ISO New England, which
oversees the six-state region’s high-voltage transmission system, buys and sells wholesale
electricity, and plans for future needs.
Cable TV, Phone, Internet:
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Issues & Implications
1. Over the past several years, escalating programming fees paid by TV providers have
increased the cost of cable and dish packages, and some consumers have “cut the cord”
in favor of less expensive options that include internet streaming services and small
digital rooftop antennas to capture local broadcast signals.
2. As consumers increasingly rely upon internet service to support streaming services,
wireless devices such as tablets, laptops, cell phones, “smart” home appliances and
home security, faster internet service has become a necessity.
3. The above-ground physical infrastructure used to provide electricity, internet, TV and
land-line phone service is subject to damage from storms, falling trees, squirrels, and
human tampering, leaving users vulnerable to disruption of necessary communications.
Replacement of existing infrastructure with underground infrastructure is costprohibitive.
4. Vendor competition: companies are reluctant to construct infrastructure unless home
density is high enough to gain sufficient subscribers to repay the investment within a
reasonable timeframe. Existing utility poles also may not have enough height to support
additional vendors.
5. Some municipalities and local electric companies have constructed their own wired
internet systems, either for the municipality’s own use, or sold as a consumer product,
with varying degrees of financial success and impact on ratepayers and taxpayers.
6. Business and industry are dependent on high speed access to the internet.
7. Cell phones have, in many cases, supplanted land-line phone service, and are used for
many functions beyond voice, including accessing the internet, texting, navigation
during travel, and streaming video.
8. There is a need for improved cell phone coverage in parts of Kennebunk in order to
support small at-home businesses or consultancies. New 5G technology may change
how this signal is delivered, so staying up to date on the new technology will be
critical.
Recommendations
1. High quality cable, phone and internet services have become a critical component both
for quality of life and economic prosperity. The Town should be alert to Zoning
opportunities to identify locations to support future infrastructure needs.
2. The Town should consider the creation of a Technology Committee to stay up to date
on new developments and make recommendations as needed.
Natural Gas:
Issues & Implications
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1. Natural gas is derived from sources in North America, and therefore is less dependent
on market forces influenced by geopolitics. As with all other service utilities in
Kennebunk, expansion requires significant investment and at this time only large
consumers provide an ROI worthy of consideration, which closes out opportunities to
convert single homes to natural gas at this time.
Water:
Issues & Implications
1. KKWWD has an excellent record for funding and implementing capital plans for
replacing aging infrastructure and no further action or modifications are anticipated at
this time.
2. As growth within the District’s service area occurs additional water demands may
necessitate purchasing additional supplies from the interconnected neighboring utilities if
additional groundwater supplies cannot be developed.
3. Branch Brook is a significant surface water supply but as such, is at risk from inadvertent
or intentional contamination.
4. Long term replacement of the Branch Brook supply could make a significant amount of
land adjacent to Route 1, with major highway access, public sewer and Three Phase
Power, potentially available for development, conservation, or a gateway into the
community.
Recommendations
1. The Town should ensure that water supplies are not contaminated and economic
development does not put water supplies in jeopardy.
Light and Power:
Issues & Implications
1. The KLPD customer base is so large that they cannot depend on local source generation
(hydropower) or solar generation, but both are considered renewable energy resources.
2. The District has notified FERC that it will surrender its license to generate hydropower.
One entity has begun the process to apply for that license, which is estimated to be a 5year dynamic process and therefore considered outside the scope of this plan update.
3. The majority of KLPD’s power is predominently fossil fuel-based, which would likely be
purchased off the grid
Recommendations
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1. The Town of Kennebunk should create guidelines for planting of vegetation under power
transmission lines. These should address the issue of manual versus chemical clearing,
which was addressed in the Issues & Implications section in the Natural Resources
chapter.
Sewer District
Issues and Implications
1. In 2021, the District’s current license will expire and at that time, when applying for a
new permit, the District will likely receive details and a timeframe from the Maine DEP
for upgrading the existing plant to meet new nitrogen processing standards, which are
now being formulated. This will be a significant cost. The District has developed a plan
to pay for this upgrade, but the Town will also require more capacity on an ongoing basis
to support services for growth areas. In this case, joint capitalization or some other kind
of plan may make sense.
Recommendations
1. The Town Selectmen should work collaboratively with the Board of Trustees of the
Sewer District to develop a creative and equitable solution in order to fund increased
sewer capacity to support planned growth. This solution must address the pending
requirements of the 2021 relicensing timeframe.
2. The Town should cost share with the District to create a conceptual sewer plan for West
Kennebunk so as to be able to provide an approximation of costs should expansion into
this area ever become a desirable option.
3. The Town should continue to refine the mapping of growth areas so the District can
better understand where service might be needed.
4. The Town should consider requiring proof of servicing for private septic systems (see
Natural Resources chapter).
KLP, KKWWD, KSD:
Recommendations
1. The Board of Selectmen should initiate the development of a planning committee
comprised of the Board of Trustees of KLP, KKWWD and KSD in order to manage the
cost of utilities to development and to residents impacted by utility infrastructure cost.
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NOTE TO READERS: This is a draft of the Kennebunk Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive
Plan provides us with a description of the town today in a range of categories, and identifies
issues and recommendations for the future. The final version will include an introduction, be
professionally formatted and contain multiple photographs. As a town resident, you are
encouraged to look at this draft in this early format. We are now looking for comments and
opinions on its contents, especially the Issues & Implications and Recommendations sections at
the end of each chapter.
The Town will make changes to this draft based on the comments and opinions received, and
residents will vote whether or not to accept the final Plan in June 2019.

Chapter F: Transportation
Transportation can be described as the movement of people and goods from one location to
another. The primary modes of transportation are by land, sea and air, though utilities
(pipelines and cables) are a subset often associated with infrastructure.
Roads and streets are often referred to as a town’s circulation or transportation system. This
system is necessary to move people, goods, and services into, out of and within a town.
The road system also provides access to private property. In addition to these functions, the
roadway system is also the platform from which we view much of the town. Views include
fields, forests, ocean, and the places where people live and work, forming the visual
impressions of our community.
As of 2017, Kennebunk’s total road network consists of approximately:
• 107 miles of total public roadways.
• 4 miles of interstate,
• 5 miles of State Highway,
• 29 miles of State-Aid roads,
• 69 miles of town roads,
• Over 242 private roads
Town design standards for roads, sidewalks, storm drainage and curbs are detailed in the Town
Ordinances, along with requirements for Performance Guarantees. The design standards can bee
viewed at https://www.kennebunkmaine.us/DocumentCenter/View/240/Kennebunk-Ordinances--Non-Zoning---Amended-2017-11-07?bidId=
New subdivision roads built during the past decade have tended to be less than a half mile in
length and often end in a cul de sac, due to designs for clustered housing that aim to avoid
wetlands impacts, provide open space and promote cost efficiencies. In general, developers have
used Town design standards for construction of new subdivisions. ‘Lot splits’ in more rural areas
requiring shared driveways or short access roadways are generally not built to Town design
standards, but any that receive Planning Board review also receive Fire Department review to
ensure homes can be safely accessed by emergency equipment.
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Kennebunk’s Transportation System Users
Like most rural communities, the automobile is the dominant mode of transportation for
Kennebunk workers, of which nearly 81% drive alone and about 8% carpool. It is also
significant to note that around 7% of all workers telecommute, or work from home in
Kennebunk. As high speed internet increases in accessibility, the Town may experience an
increase in the number of residents who choose to work from home.
Commuting to Work in Kennebunk
Total
Car, Truck, or Van (Drove alone)
4,133
Car, Truck, or Van (Carpooled)
413
Public Transportation
16
Walked
119
Bicycle
15
Taxicab, motorcycle, or other means
43
Telecommute (Work at Home)
374
Total Workers
5,111
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010

Percent
80.9%
8.1%
0.3%
2.3%
0.3%
0.8%
7.3%
100%

Census data indicates that 93% of adults living in Kennebunk have access to a vehicle.
Nearly 44% of all households have access to two vehicles and 21% have access to at least three
vehicles.
A 50% increase in the summer population adds significantly to the number of vehicles on
Town roads, many of which are concentrated between the downtown and the beach.
Kennebunk’s traffic system is pressured significantly more during the weekday times when
people are driving to and from work. The mean travel time to work in Kennebunk is shown in
the chart below.

2

Percentage,
Percentage,
Travel Time to Work (Percent of Workers),
2010
60 or more
Less than 10
minutes,
minutes,
0.077, 8%
0.175, 19%

Percentage,
25 - 34
minutes,
0.17, 18%

Percentage, 11
- 24 minutes,
0.309, 34%
Less than 10 minutes
11 - 24 minutes
25 - 34 minutes

Percentage, 35
- 59 minutes,
0.189, 21%

35 - 59 minutes
60 or more minutes

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010

The below chart shows the location of work for Kennebunk residents.
Kennebunk
Residents’ Place of
Work
Kennebunk
Portland
Biddeford
Kennebunkport
Sanford
Saco
Wells
Westbrook
South Portland
Kittery

Number
of
residents
1670
770
385
290
270
175
160
150
135
85

Percent
32.9%
15.2%
7.6%
5.7%
5.3%
3.5%
3.2%
3.0%
2.7%
1.7%

Source: U.S. Census Transportation Planning Products, 2015

Place of Work
Maine

Percent
87.5%
3

York County
Outside of York County Residence
Outside of Maine

(66.5%)
(20.9%)
12.5%
Total 100%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010

Exit 25 of the Maine Turnpike provides commuting advantages both for Kennebunk residents
working out of town and for residents of other towns working in Kennebunk. Commutes of
around 30 minutes to locations as far as Portland and Portsmouth are possible.
Estimated 15-minute (green) and 30-minute (blue) drive times from/to Kennebunk
Town Center

The town also has several collector roads (Route 26 and Route 99) that are widely used to
travel to neighboring towns.
The Kennebunk Road Network
The Maine Turnpike is a toll highway and serves as the primary travel route to/from the Boston
metropolitan area and the eastern United States. The Turnpike has northbound and southbound
exits in Kennebunk.
The Maine Turnpike and local road system experience increased seasonal demands between
Memorial and Labor Days.
4

Road systems are grouped and classified by the state and community for several reasons
including:
To design appropriate capacity, safety measures, and design speed,
To guide investment priorities,
To provide a framework for a road maintenance program, and
To guide land use related regulations and access management standards with frontage on
the roadway system.

•
•
•
•

Road Maintenance Responsibilities
Kennebunk is one of 47 Maine Urban Compact Area (UCA) communities with mandated
maintenance responsibilities for both state and state-aid highways within town boundaries. The
town is responsible for all maintenance within the UCA, except route designation and speed limit
signs, and bridge and minor span maintenance. (See – www.maine.gov/mdot ).
Local roads are typically not included in the State Highway and State-Aid Highway systems and
are the responsibility of the town.
Private roads are neither maintained nor owned by the Town or the State.
There are four different jurisdictional categories used by the state to classify how roads are
maintained:
•
•
•
•

State Highways
State-Aid highways
Local roads
Private roads

State Highways are a system of connected roads throughout the state that primarily serve arterial
or through-traffic and are maintained by MaineDOT. The exceptions are the State Highways
located in Urban Compact Areas, or where MaineDOT has maintenance agreements. (Western
Avenue between Christopher Lane and the Wells Town line.) The Town also classifies roads
according to the street design and construction ordinance. These classifications are similar, but
traffic volumes are different.
State Highways (which primarily serve as collector and feeder routes) within Kennebunk
include:
•
•

Route 1
Route 9 - western section (between Kennebunk / Wells Town Line and Mousam River)

State-Aid Highways are not included in the system of the state highways and generally connect
local service roads to state highways. Commonly, State-Aid Highways in the rural areas are
maintained by MaineDOT during the summer and by the municipality during the winter. Any
State-Aid Highways in the Urban Compact Area are maintained by the Town. The State-Aid
Highways in Kennebunk are:
•
•
•

Route 9 (eastern section) between Mousam River and Kennebunk / Kennebunkport Town
Line)
Route 9A
Route 35
5

•
•
•
•
•

Route 99
Mill Street
Section of Alfred Road (between Mill Street and Route 35)
Sea Road
Beach Avenue

• Ross Road
Kennebunk’s road network as of 2017 is depicted in the following jurisdiction map:
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NOTE: MaineDOT Map Viewer
The MaineDOT Map Viewer is an online mapping program designed for access to a variety of
transportation data. The most useful functions include mapping of federal functional road
classifications, bridge and railroad data, MaineDOT transportation projects, and Highway
Corridor Priorities and Customer Service Levels. The Map Viewer can be found on the
MaineDOT website: http://www.maine.gov/mdot/mapviewer.
It is recommended that Comprehensive Plan users consult the “map viewer” for the most current
MaineDOT data. In this document we have included maps and data less subject to change and
provided the title of reference items available on the Maine web site for better viewing and
access to data that is more subject to change.
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MaineDOT has a comprehensive methodology for the ongoing assessment of the condition of its
entire road network for purposes of setting priorities for repair and maintenance long term. In
2014, the Town developed a Pavement Management System to prioritize the maintenance needs
of its local roads. It also developed multi-year repair and maintenance budget estimates for all
local roads. The first year-road capital maintenance budget was approved by town residents in
2017.
The Town of Kennebunk currently has a pavement management program that utilizes the PAVER software developed by the United States Army Corps of Engineers - Engineer Research and
Development Center. The Town switched to this current version back in 2014 and that process
included a complete inventory of the public roads in accordance with ASTM D6433 - Standard
Practice for Roads and Parking Lots Pavement Condition Index Surveys. The ASTM has established procedures of identifying and quantifying various pavement distresses, which are then utilized to develop a Pavement Condition Index (PCI) for a particular roadway system. The PCI for
each road will vary within certain areas and this is grouped into segments, which in turn are given a rating based on ranges of conditions (Good, Fair, Poor). The various distresses will generally correspond to the current condition of a road, the source of deterioration (load or climate) and
this information can be used to develop a maintenance strategy.
Adopting this approach to pavement management created a more focused effort on allocating
funds toward roads cost-effectively and in ways that would economically extend service life. It
avoids the “worst first” approach, as that does not tend to yield long-term positive results.
In fiscal year 2018-2019, the Town focused on enhancing this program by outsourcing the condition assessment. This allowed the Town to adopt an automated pavement condition assessment
system that relies on a vehicle mounted with sensors that scans the pavement to identify various
distresses. The switch to an automated approach removes any of the subjectivity in assessing
various distresses. The data will be processed in a similar way to arrive at a PCI and coded to
GIS.
The Town is in the process of validating the proposal. It is anticipated that this scanning effort
will need to be periodically conducted to maintain and up-to-date condition assessment.
Functional Classification of Roadways
Roads and streets can be classified into three (or more) functional classifications. Following
MaineDOT definitions, roads in Kennebunk can be classified as arterials, collectors and local
roads and streets.
Arterials provide long-distance connections between towns and regional centers. Volumes of
traffic typically range from 5,000 to 30,000 vehicles per day. Arterials are classified as either
principle arterials or minor arterials. MaineDOT further classifies principle arterials into
interstates, other freeways and expressways, rural and urban.
Arterials in Kennebunk include:
•
•

Principle Arterials (Interstate): I-95 / Maine Turnpike
Other Freeways and Expressways: None
7

•
•

Other Principle Arterials: None
Minor Arterials: Route 1

Collectors act as connecting roads between local or residential neighborhoods and arterials.
These roadways are the locations from which many of us view our community. Traffic is
collected from local roads and delivered to arterial roadways, which are designed for higher
speed and improved mobility. Typically, traffic volumes on collector roads range from 1,000 to
5,000 vehicles per day. Like arterials, MaineDOT further divides classification of collectors into
major and minor collectors. MaineDOT requires driveway and entrance permits for all collector
roads.
Collector roads in Kennebunk include:
•
•

Major Collectors: Route 99, Route 35, Route 9A (Summer Street portion),
Route 9
Minor Collectors: High Street, Mill Street, Alfred Road, Ross Road, Sea
Road, Beach Avenue.

Local Roads and streets provide access to individual parcels of land. Moving traffic is of
secondary importance. Volumes are up to 1,000 vehicles per day. All roads not classified by
MaineDOT as arterial or collectors are considered local roads. Local roads are owned by the
municipality, while private road roads are not.
Corridors having higher traffic volumes (typically arterials and major collectors) and higher
intensity of land use are most susceptible to problems with inadequate roadway capacity, poor
level of service at intersections and unsafe pedestrian environments. There are four ways to help
eliminate or prevent this conflict from causing safety problems:
•

provide additional capacity in the highway (additional lanes),

•

provide additional highways in a different location that can reach like destinations,

•

manage access on high volume corridors, for example, reducing the number of
driveways so as to reduce the number of conflicts,

•

manage land use (development) by designing a balanced, safe environment for all
modes of travel (vehicles, bicycles, buses, pedestrians).

MaineDOT and Its Role in the Town’s Transportation Network
MaineDOT has a system to help municipalities maintain local and minor collector roads. In
1999, MaineDOT adopted the Urban Rural Initiative Program (URIP). Beginning July 1, 2013
URIP became known as the Local Road Assistance Program (LRAP). The LRAP continues to
be focused on municipal aid toward highway and bridge capital improvements. Prior to 1999,
the use of these local road funds was only for the maintenance or improvement of public roads.
Since 1999, these funds must be used for capital improvements to local roads. The table below
indicates the LRAP funding the Town of Kennebunk has received and will receive during
8

federal fiscal year 2016. While the cost of road repair and maintenance has increased, LRAP
funding has been relatively fixed.
Fiscal Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Total Funding
$149,156
$149,764
$148,236
$169,772
$166,689
$160,556
$154,948

Source: MaineDOT Local Roads Program, 2017)

Capital Improvements
There are two principal entities that fund improvements to the road system in Kennebunk: the
Town and MaineDOT. The Town of Kennebunk spends municipal funding on maintaining and
improving local roads. The table below indicates the amount of municipal funding that Town
of Kennebunk has set aside each year since 2013.
Fiscal Year

Roads and
Sidewalk
Funding Capital
Improvement
Budget $

2017
2,130,000
2016
453,000
2015
1,085,500
2014
1,010,000
2013
1,110,400
Source: Town of Kennebunk Finance Director

MaineDOT Work Plan
MaineDOT manages its resources by creating three-year work plans. The work plan contains
projections of transportation resources (federal, state, other) and MaineDOT’s strategies for
planning and operating all modes of transportation throughout the state of Maine. To explore
MaineDOT’s current work plan for Kennebunk go to: www.maine.gov/mdot/projects/workplan
.
Municipal Partnership Initiative (MPI)
The MPI program was created by the MaineDOT in 2011. The program is a matching grant
program for projects on state and state-aid highways that may not be a priority. The MPI
program has typically been a 50% cost share with a cap on the State contribution at $500,000.
9

The municipality administers the project in accordance with MaineDOT Local Project
Administration requirements. MPI projects must be certified by a professional engineer and
have a useful life span of at least ten years. Municipalities may propose shifting long-term
maintenance responsibilities as part of their share.
Business Partnership Initiative (BPI)
MaineDOT’s Business Partnership Initiative (BPI) is a one third state, two third
business/municipal demand response program, designed to respond to Municipal / Business
Entity requests, such as responding to changing local transportation needs on State and State-Aid
highways, developing economic opportunities and relieving safety concerns on or adjacent to
these highways.
The program is designed to promote public/private partnerships between MaineDOT and
municipalities, public utilities, private businesses and other entities by leveraging additional
resources on a voluntary basis to match limited state resources. It will make improvements to
State and State-Aid highways often utilizing more flexible project delivery methods when the
nature of the highway and project allow.
MaineDOT Highway Corridor Priorities
The MaineDOT Highway Corridor Priorities are based on a ranking system. The following chart
outlines the priorities for the current (2016-2018) roadway system. The Corridor Priorities are
based on federal functional classification, regional economic significance, heavy haul truck use
and relative regional traffic volumes.
As of 2017 Priority Corridor Roads in Kennebunk include the following,
•
•
•
•

Priority 1: I-95 / Maine Turnpike, Route 1
Priority 2: None
Priority 3: Routes 99, 35, 9
Priority 4: Route 9A, Sea Road, Beach Avenue, Alfred Road, Mill Street, Ross Road

See www.maine.gov/mdot/mapviewer/

MaineDOT Customer Service Levels
Similar to the Highway Corridor Priorities, the Customer Service Level is prioritized on three
criteria: safety, condition, and service. Each criterion has several factors that are included in
the overall rating of each category. Roads and road segments are given an A-F rating with A
being the best and F being the worst. To get a better idea of the customer service levels for
each road/node, including specific sections of roadways listed below; visit the MaineDOT
Customer Service Level webpage at http://maine.gov/mdot/about/assets/hwy
1. Customer Service Level – Safety:
Most roads in Kennebunk are classified in the A or B category. There are sections of Routes 1,
9A, 35, 99, and Beach Avenue in the C category. This is primarily due to crash history,
10

pavement width, and pavement rutting. Sections of Routes 1 and 99 are in the D category. This
is primarily due to crash history on these roads. There are no roads in the F category. Please
refer to the Customer Service Level – Safety map to see these in map form.
2. Customer Service Level – Condition:
Most roads in Kennebunk are again classified in the A or B category. There are sections of
Routes 1, 35, 99 and Beach Avenue in the C category. This is primarily due to ride quality,
roadway strength, and pavement condition. There is a large section of Route 99 in both the D
and F category, along with the downtown and an outer portion of Route 1. This is primarily due
to roadway strength and ride quality. Please refer to the Customer Service Level – Condition
map to see these in map form.
3. Customer Service Level – Service:
Most roads in Kennebunk are classified in the A or B category. There are sections of
Routes 1, 35 and Alfred Road in the C category. This is primarily due to congestion.
There is a section of Alfred Road in the D category, also due to congestion. There are
no roads in the F category. Route 1 between High Street and the Arundel town line is
a major U.S. route that passes through Kennebunk’s downtown and southern and
northern shopping and commercial areas and is intersected by numerous adjoining
town streets. There are eight traffic lights in this stretch that contribute to increased
traffic congestion at predictable times of the day and times of year, notably in the late
afternoon and in the summer, especially on Friday afternoons. Traffic mobility is also
impaired during the school year, as vehicles coming from Kennebunk High School
and the Middle School funnel to Route 1. In Lower Village, Route 9, which enters
Kennebunk from Wells and continues north into Kennebunkport, backs up frequently
during the summer due to conflicts from the multiple uses of this busy downtown.
Please refer to www.maine.gov/mdot/customerservice - to see these in map form.
The Maine Turnpike
The Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) operates under a four-year Capital Investment Plan. See
http://www.maineturnpike.com/project-and-planning/Transportation-Planning.aspx for MTA
projects that are located in the Town of Kennebunk.
Kennebunk Traffic Data
The Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) is the predominant type of traffic data that is
collected for roadways. Traffic volume trends can be an excellent way to measure the
functionality of the road system. MaineDOT is responsible for conducting traffic counts for the
Southern Maine Planning & Development Commission region. Kennebunk is part of Zone 1,
and traffic counts are conducted every 3 years. Significant traffic volume increases have
occurred along Routes 35 and 99 between 2007 and 2013. The most current traffic data is
available at - www.maine.gov/mdot/traffic.
Traffic volume trends are shown in the table below.
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Kennebunk, Maine - Roadway Traffic Data

2010

2013

2010-2013

2016

2013-2016

Roadway Name and Limits of Count

Count

Count

% Change

Count

% Change

US 1 (YORK ST) NE/O SWAN ST

8,940

9,280

3.80

-

US 1 (YORK ST) SW/O SWAN ST

8,330

8,280

-0.60

7,960

US 1/9A (YORK ST) E/O BROWN ST @ BRIDGE

15,240

14,590

-4.27

-

US 1(PORTLAND ST) NE/O BARNARD LN(S JCT)

16,130

14,310

-11.28

-

SR 9A/SR 35 (SUMMER ST) E/O ELM ST

7,460

7,140

-4.29

-

SR 9A/99 (HIGH ST) W/O US 1 (MAIN ST)

5,470

5,710

4.39

-

SR 9A/35 (SUMMER ST) SE/O HEATH RD

5,260

4,870

-7.41

4,500

-7.60

SR 9 (WELLS RD) @ BR# 2693 @ WELLS TL

4,470

4,350

-2.68

4,640

6.67

SR 9 (WELLS RD) E/O SEA RD

4,580

4,460

-2.62

4,750

6.50

SR 9 (WELLS RD) W/O SEA RD

5,370

4,840

-9.87

5,150

6.40

SR 9 (WELLS RD) @ KENNEBUNKPORT TL

10,990

9,040

-17.74

9,490

4.98

SR 35 (FLETCHER ST) SE/O MAIN ST #2

13,200

13,650

3.41

12,750

-6.59

SR 35 (FLETCHER) SE/O ME TURNPIKE NB RMP

12,690

11,710

-7.72

13,570

15.88

SR 35 (ALEWIVE) NW/O RUSSELL FARM(N JCT)

3,170

3,700

16.72

3,630

-1.89

SR 35 (FLETCHER ST) NW/O STORER ST

9,680

9,140

-5.58

9,580

4.81

SR 99 (CAT MOUSAM RD) N/O SR 9A (HIGH)

4,120

4,230

2.67

-

-3.86

SR 99 (WEBBER HILL RD) W/O WHITTEN RD

4,070

4,700

15.48

4,780

1.70

I-95 (SB) N/O OFF RAMP TO SR35(ALEWIVE)

24,140

24,090

-0.21

27,380

13.66

I-95 (NB) N/O ON RAMP FROM SR 35

24,230

23,940

-1.20

27,050

12.99

SEA RD N/O SR 9 (WELLS RD)

2,370

2,510

5.91

2,390

-4.78

SEA RD SW/O SR 9A/35 (SUMMER ST)

3,390

3,290

-2.95

3,390

3.04

BEACH ST SE/O SR 9 (WELLS RD)

4,170

4,220

1.20

4,260

0.95

Source: MaineDOT

Crash History / Trends
The table below indicates that there were 1,421 crashes in Kennebunk between 2010 and 2016.
From 2010 to 2016, there has been an increase in annual crashes by 40 (22%).
Year
Total
Crashes

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

TOTAL

182

180

184

216

222

215

222

1,421

MaineDOT rates crash locations throughout the state by defining High Crash Locations
(HCLs), which must given higher priority in funding for safety projects. In order to qualify, an
HCL must have had at least eight crashes during a three-year period.
In Kennebunk, there were three high crash locations between 2014 and 2016.
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Ranking
County/State

Critical Rate
Factor

Route 35 (Alewives Road), from the intersection with Perkins Lane
to the intersection with Walker Road
Intersection of Route 35 (Alewives Road) and the entrance /
exit to I-95 / Maine Turnpike

Total
Crashes
High Crash Locations in Kennebunk: 2014 – 2016
Route 9 (Western Avenue), from the intersection with Chase Hill
Road to the Kennebunk / Kennebunkport Town Line

16

2.78

48 / 3

12

1.05

182 / 34

10

2.63

122/32

Detailed Kennebunk crash location data can be found at www.maine.gov/mainecrashpublic
Access Management of State and State-Aid highways
MaineDOT has developed a set of access management rules concerned with arterial capacity,
acceptable drainage capacity, and driveway-related crashes. Any new or changed driveway or
entrance on state and state-aid highways located outside of urban compact areas must meet
specifications described in the rules in order to obtain a permit from MaineDOT. The rules
regulate sight distance, corner clearance, spacing, width, setbacks, parking, drainage, etc. For
information see www.maine.gov/mdot/traffic/accessmanagement.
The rules are organized into a four-tier system with regulation of driveways and entrances
increasing for roads with higher mobility importance and poorer safety records.
Mobility corridors are roads that connect service centers and/or urban compact areas and carry
at least 5,000 vehicles per day along at least 50% of the corridor's length. In Kennebunk, the
mobility corridors include the non-urban compact portions of the following roads:
•
•

•

All State Highways and State-Aid Highways. In Kennebunk, this includes the
non-urban compact area portions Route 9, Route 9A, and Mill Street.
Major collector and Arterial standards provide more detailed design standards for
entrances into major collector and arterial roads. Entrances are access that serves 50
or more trips per days. In Kennebunk, this includes the non-urban compact area
portions of Route 35 and Route 99.
Retrograde arterials are mobility corridors where the number of crashes related to a
driveway or entrance exceeds the statewide average for arterials with the same posted
speed. There are no retrograde arterials in Kennebunk.

Please refer to www.maine.gov/mapfinder to see these in map form.
In addition, all site plans for development occurring along the Portland Road corridor (between
Route 35 and the Arundel town line) are required to conform to the recommendations of the
Portland Road Traffic Management Study. The study findings are available on the town website
www.kennebunkmaine.us .
Corridor / Transportation Studies
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Kennebunk was a participant in the Central York County Connections Study. The study was
undertaken by MaineDOT and the Maine Turnpike Authority in 2010. The study’s goal was to
identify a series of recommendations designed to preserve or enhance transportation connections
between Central York County and the major transportation corridors including US Route 1 and
the Maine Turnpike.
Recommendations from the study area pertinent to Kennebunk are as follows:
•

Detailed Study of a New Route 99 to Route 35 Connection (Kennebunk)

•

Pave Shoulders on Route 35 (Kennebunk and Lyman)

•

Pave Shoulders on Route 99 (Kennebunk and Sanford)

•

Eliminate “Y” Intersections

•

Pedestrian and Streetscape Improvements in Villages/Towns

More information can be found in the report at:
www.maine.gov/mdot/planning/centralyorkcountyconnections .
Kennebunk Parking, Bridges and Traffic Flow Management
Parking
There are several major areas in Town where public parking supply continues to be an important
planning consideration:
Downtown Kennebunk:
The Town owns spaces in three off-street parking areas:
• Grove Street: 12 town-owned of 43 total spaces.
• Behind Garden Street: 46 town-owned of 70 total spaces
•

Town Hall: 17 town-owned of 32 total spaces

•

Waterhouse Center Parking Lot: 25 spaces

On-Street Parking:
• Green Street: Currently 9 total spaces, may be reduced once restriped according to
ordinance
•

Main Street: 35 spaces

West Kennebunk Village:
•

The Town does not have a public parking lot. On-street parking is permitted along
Alfred Road.

Lower Village:
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•

The Town has a 25-space off-street public parking in the Lower Village behind the
Washington Hose Fire Station. On-street parking is permitted along Route 9 and
Route 35 in some areas.

Beach Area:
•

There are approximately 238 designated parking spaces along Beach Avenue from
Gooches Beach to Kennebunk Beach. Off-street parking occurs in neighborhoods
and side streets, but is not quantified in the supply.

Kennebunk River
•

While parking in and around the harbor is available, it is very limited, with the
parking needs of boaters competing with parking needs of local tourists. There are
no counts of available spaces, but during any peak weekend, demand exceeds
supply.

York Street, Route 1 South:
An increase in the amount of on-street parking has occurred as a result of increased
commercial activity.
Bridges
There are 31 bridges in the town of Kennebunk, with ownership and maintenance
responsibilities as follows:
•

MaineDOT - 17

•

MTA - 9

•

Kennebunk - 2

•

Pan Am Railway - 2

•

Wells & Kennebunk jointly - 1
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The condition of bridges are monitored by MaineDOT every two years and given a Federal
Sufficiency Rating (FSR). Each FSR has a numeric indicator of the overall value of the
sufficiency of the bridge. A rating will be from 0-100 (0 indicates the worst and 100 indicates
the best). The formula is used to identify bridges eligible for federal funding. The FSR
includes both structural deficiencies as well as functional obsolescence. This rating gives an
overall value of the sufficiency of the bridge. Since functional obsolescence (too narrow or low
weight capacity due to the age of the bridge) may account for a large portion of the rating, a
low sufficiency rating does not mean the bridge is at high risk of failure. Additional information
is available at www.maine.gov/mdot/publicbridges
Pedestrian & Bicycle Infrastructure
Pedestrian Network
Sidewalks are the primary facility for pedestrians. These include children, people with strollers,
the elderly, and pedestrians with physical and mental disabilities, including impairments that
require the use of wheelchairs and other assistive devices. Kennebunk’s town-maintained
sidewalks mostly adjoin the major arteries and business areas such as Portland Road, Main Street
and Lower Village. The Open Space Plan includes work on providing bicycle and pedestrian
connections to neighborhoods, schools, waterfronts and other activity centers.
Trails / Open Spaces
There are two major organizations that have created on-road and off-road trails in Kennebunk.
•

The Eastern Trail Alliance created the Eastern Trail network that connects Kittery to
South Portland through a series of on-road and off-road trails. In Kennebunk, the Eastern
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Trail is located on several local roads in the western portion of town before joining the
off-road section of the trail just west of I-95 / Maine Turnpike. This off-road portion of
the trail crosses the I-95 / Maine Turnpike on a pedestrian bridge and continues until the
border with the Town of Arundel. The Eastern Trail is part of the larger East Coast
Greenway network; plans are in place to eventually connect Maine to Florida through an
off-road trail system.
•

The Kennebunk Land Trust currently owns and maintains an impressive nine preserves
spanning across the town. The map below was provided by the Kennebunk Land Trust
and includes the location of the public trails in Kennebunk.

•

The Bridle Path is a Town-owned semi-improved trail that extends from Summer Street
to Sea Road for approximately three miles. This is accessible to an elementary school,
multiple neighborhoods and is an off-road system in an abandoned rail corridor. This
corridor also has the Kennebunk Sewer District pipeline that connects the beach area to
Water Street.

Bicycle Network
Increasingly, land use and transportation planners are recognizing the bicycle as a viable
transportation mode, and by virtue of this, bicyclists have the same mobility needs as any other
road user. While recreation is still the primary use of the bicycle, more people are beginning to
cycle as a way to commute to work and run errands. Across Maine, cyclists are now often
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included in all phases of transportation planning including new road design, construction, and
rehabilitation (for more on this, see the Complete Streets section below).
Maine bicycling laws generally give bicyclists the same rights and responsibilities as motor
vehicle operators. Bicyclists may ride in the appropriate lane on a public road, and they must
obey traffic laws such as stopping at red lights and stop signs, yielding to pedestrians at
crosswalks, and yielding to traffic when entering a road from a driveway. Motorists are required
to give at least three feet of clearance when passing bicyclists.
Any segment of roadway having a paved shoulder of at least four feet wide is generally
considered appropriate for bicycle travel.
Complete Streets
Communities across the State of Maine and the country are adopting “Complete Streets” policies
that result in safer and more accessible streets for all users.
Complete Streets are designed and operated to enable safe access for all users: pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists, and public transportation users of all ages and abilities. Complete Streets
make it easier to cross the street, access shops, and ride a bicycle.
A Complete Streets Policy does not dictate a one-size fits all approach. A Complete Street in a
rural area will look quite different from one in an urban area. Both are designed to balance safety
and convenience for everyone using the road. A Complete Street may include sidewalks, bike
lanes, paved shoulders, comfortable and accessible bus stops, crosswalks, median islands; curb
extensions (bump-outs), narrower travel lanes, and more.
By adopting a Complete Streets Policy, communities guide planners, engineers, and other
professionals to routinely design and operate the entire right of way to enable safe access for all
users. A Complete Streets policy will encourage transportation planners to create a street
network that is better and safer for drivers, transit users, pedestrians, and bicyclists.

Some Examples of Complete Streets in Kennebunk
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Main Street Kennebunk (Before & After)
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Main Street, Kennebunk (Before & After)
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Alternative Modes of Transportation
While motorized vehicles including automobiles and trucks will continue to be the primary form
of transportation in Kennebunk, the Town has been effective in encouraging and planning for
other forms of transportation.

Public Transportation:
The Town of Kennebunk has several public transportation options (refer to the Public
Transportation Routes map to view in map form).
1. York County Community Action Corporation (YCCAC):
•

Shoreline Explorer

•

The Aqua Line operates during the summer, seven days per week, and runs
between Downtown, the Lower Village, and the Kennebunk Beach. The Blue
Line (4) provides seasonal service serving the towns of Kennebunk, Wells,
and Ogunquit, 7 days per week.
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•

The “Local Rides” demand-respond service is offered on Wednesdays to the
Biddeford area for shopping, medical, or other types of appointments. A 24hour advance notice is required by calling YCACC to schedule the trip.

2. Friends in Service Helping (FISH) Transportation:
•

The FISH program provides rides to seniors who need to get to medical
appointments.

3. Senior Centers:
•

Atria and Huntington Commons provide mini-bus service for their residents.

Passenger Rail Transportation:
Stops on the Amtrak Downeaster line are in the towns of Wells and Saco, a 20 minute drive from
Kennebunk.
Air Transportation:
Kennebunk is approximately 30 minutes from both the Portland International Jetport and the
Portsmouth International Airport in New Hampshire. Logan International Airport in Boston,
Massachusetts and Manchester Airport in New Hampshire are approximately 90 minutes from
Kennebunk. The Sanford Regional Airport is approximately 15 minutes west of town.
The only airport-related land use within Kennebunk is an FAA-owned tower off Cole Road in
West Kennebunk (Rural Residential zone) which is part of the approach to Sanford Regional
Airport (photo available).
Pedestrian & Bicyclist Safety
Issues & Implications
•

As noted in the Population Chapter, Kennebunk has an aging population, which dictates
the need for crosswalk and other pedestrian safety aids, especially where concentrations
of seniors frequent or reside. Also, as we seek to increase tourism, we need to provide a
safe environment for visitors. MaineDOT now supports the “Complete Streets” concept
and we can expect the state to require its application in any future state and state aid
projects within Kennebunk. Consequently, pedestrian facilities that are accessible and
well maintained are essential to the community.

•

Many Maine towns have a Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee and there are resources
readily available to help the Town develop its own Plan. The Plan would include
recommendations on which streets should provide in-shoulder bicycle pathways and
where separate shared-use pathways are more appropriate, including consideration to
connections with existing private and public ways. This Plan would also include
provisions for those with mobility challenges. In historic areas, it is important to balance
the need for bicycle and pedestrian safety and access with streets’ historic character.
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Recommendation
•

To better implement a Complete Streets program, the Town should appoint a
Transportation Policy Advisory Committee with sub-committees for transit and
bicycle/pedestrian polices. Among other tasks, this committee/subcommittee would with
public input create a Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan for Kennebunk. As part of this plan, the
Town should establish a policy for connectivity of all pedestrian and bikeway systems

Ride-Sharing and Car Pooling:
Issues & Implications
•

Kennebunk employers have reported difficulties in filling their employment needs
locally. They would welcome transportation assistance programs that would provide
access to the labor markets of Biddeford, Saco, and Sanford. The large number of older
residents also face growing transportation challenges, now and in the future.

•

The development of additional homes, even in designated growth areas, will add to traffic
congestion on major and minor connector roads in town.

•

Older seniors who can no longer drive do not have access to transportation, making it
more difficult for them to safely age-in-place.

Recommendations:
•

The town’s Economic Development Committee should play a role in identifying and
quantifying employer needs and recommending available assistance resources for job
retention. Proximity to the Maine Turnpike provides distinct advantages for operating
transportation programs in various formats and that involve employer, state and county
participation. Regional cooperation with other communities and agencies is also possible
and should be explored.

•

The Town should consider options for public transportation to reduce the number of cars
on the road. Such transportation could perhaps be coordinated with neighboring towns to
provide inter-town commuting potential.

•

The Town should explore the need for creating transportation resources for older
residents and others with reduced mobility. In many towns, volunteer networks are
available where a free ride can be reserved for any purpose. Multiple resources are
available to learn how the Town could support the provision of this service, both in
Maine and nationally. (TED: Update?)
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Road Maintenance and Capital Investment
Issues & Implications
•

The town has 108 miles of total roads to service year round. These roads are among the
town’s most valuable resources and a method to ensure ongoing maintenance and
replacement of roads is critical to the financial health of the community. In 2014 the town
undertook an assessment of the condition of its road network and developed a multi-year
plan, citing priorities, to bring roads up to acceptable levels over time and maintain them.
A budget was requested and the initial phase was approved by the voters. In 2018, the
selectmen will be adopting a new ARAN pavement management program.

Recommendation:
•

The Town should ensure that this capital investment program be continued annually to
protect the town’s investment, recognizing the 2018 adoption of the ARAN system for
cataloging roadwork needs.

Private Road Responsibilities
Issues and Implications
•

There are over 242 private roads within Kennebunk. These roads vary considerably in
construction, width, condition, and accessibility as the Town does not have Private Road
standards. At issue is the ability to provide emergency response services especially in
inclement weather and at night. What level of service should the town reasonably be
expected to provide when private roads present access issues? What basics should be
expected of property owners?

Recommendation:
•

The Town should review its policies and capabilities for providing emergency response
services to residents of private roads, doing due diligence in order to identify potential
liabilities and the need for different or additional policies, building codes, etc., if any.
This may require reaching out to residents with a survey or at a public meeting with
residents and EMS personnel. A review of the policies of other towns could also prove
beneficial. The Town’s Planning Board should direct this overall effort, with the
assistance of the Fire Department and Public Safety Departments.

Public Parking
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Issues &Implications
•

Town-owned parking spaces are valuable assets. Through the years, parking needs
change in various parts of town. Ideally, potential future parking needs would be
anticipated and space acquired economically for that purpose. In the real world this is
seldom possible. The two areas where the need for public parking has been debated over
the years are Lower Village and Main Street downtown. The Lower Village need also
potentially involves seasonal tour bus parking and the overall site potential for any
parking is limited. The 2017 Lower Village Master Plan may help focus the town’s best
course of action in Lower Village. Another issue is the parking needs of business
operators and their employees, who often vie for limited public parking.

Recommendations:
•

The Town should create, prioritize and agree on a list of town locations where public auto
parking space is presently needed so if purchase opportunities develop, action can be
taken expeditiously. The Lower Village solution may require a remote parking lot and
use of shuttles.

•

Parking ordinances should be reviewed to ensure maximum utilization by business
property owners.

•

The Town should add better parking signage on Main Street and in Lower Village to help
direct tourists to needed parking.

Traffic Management
Issues & Implications
•

There are now eight traffic lights between High Street and Ross Road, a distance of less
than three miles. Synchronization of traffic lights is key to maintaining acceptable levels
of traffic flow. MaineDOT’s Traffic Analysis Section, Planning Bureau can help the town
identify and describe levels of congestion on Kennebunk’s state roads. Another traffic
component that requires better understanding is that of the number of large delivery
trucks and the routes they choose in and out of town. In recent years, the number of these
trucks seems to have increased.

•

Traffic around the I-95 Turnpike ramp areas is increasing significantly.

Recommendations
•

The Town should periodically monitor levels of congestion on its main arteries and seek
input from emergency service providers to identify potential problem areas.

•

The Town should take steps to understand the impact of current trucking practices on
Kennebunk’s traffic, tourism and quality of life.
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•

The Portland Road Traffic Management Study should be updated. Public input should be
encouraged to help quantify and qualify the issues.

Train Service
Issues & Implications
•

In 2018 the Town considered adding a seasonal train stop on the Amtrak line that runs
through Kennebunk. After reviewing challenges such as required parking, transportation
for passengers from the train station to and from Lower Village and Downtown, and
projected costs, the Board of Selectmen elected not to proceed with the proposal.

Connector Roadways
Issues & Implications
•

The Town should identify and prioritize which of its (town-owned) roads are important
connector or bypass roadways. The Ross Road connector between Fletcher Street and
Route 1 is on MaineDOT’s priority list. The Mill Street connector between Cat Mousam
Road (99) and Alfred Road (35) is on MaineDOT’s priority list and referenced in the
Central York County Connection Study.

Recommendations:
•

The Town should monitor and make improvements to roadway connecting systems that
link to the Turnpike and to area airports

•

The Town should determine whether the above connector roads as well as other townowned connector roads (such as Water-Factory Pasture-Depot Street, or Brown Street or
Durrell’s Bridge Road) should be prioritized in the evaluation of capital improvements.

•

The Town should whenever possible implement the Central York County Connection
Study’s recommendation to eliminate Y-intersections in order to improve both traffic
flow and intersection safety.
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NOTE TO READERS: This is a draft of the Kennebunk Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive
Plan provides us with a description of the town today in a range of categories, and identifies
issues and recommendations for the future. The final version will include an introduction, be
professionally formatted and contain multiple photographs. As a town resident, you are
encouraged to look at this draft in this early format. We are now looking for comments and
opinions on its contents, especially the Issues & Implications and Recommendations sections at
the end of each chapter.
The Town will make changes to this draft based on the comments and opinions received, and
residents will vote whether or not to accept the final Plan in June 2019.

Chapter G: Municipal Facilities
General Government
Kennebunk operates under a charter originally adopted in 1984, revised in 2009 and amended
most recently in 2012. Its government conforms to the Maine State Statutes as the “Town
Meeting/Selectmen/Manager” form. A Town Meeting enacts, amends or repeals rules,
ordinances and resolutions and elects a seven-member Select Board (SB) for three-year
staggered terms. The Select Persons are the chief executive officers of the Town.
The Town Manager is the chief administrator of the Town. Chief among the duties delineated
under the Town Charter, he or she:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

is responsible to the SB for the supervision and administration of all departments and
offices for which the SB confirms the appointment of the department head or director.
implements all laws and ordinances of the Town.
nominates, supervises and controls all Town employees except that he or she may
delegate this authority to the appropriate department head.
has exclusive authority to remove for just cause any persons whom the Town Manager is
authorized to appoint.
acts as the purchasing agent for all Town departments, boards or commissions subject to
the fact that purchases above a designated amount should be submitted to competitive
bid.
attends all SB, Annual and Special Town Meetings and hearings which are initiated by
the Town Manger or as required by the SB.
keeps the SB and residents informed as to the financial condition of the Town.
makes recommendations to the SB for more efficient operations of the Town.
makes application for State, Federal and other aid grands for the benefit of the Town as
approved by the SB.
performs such other duties as may be prescribed by the Charter or required by the Board,
not consistent with the Charter.
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The Town Hall was built in 1921 with Fire Rescue and Police close by. It was significantly
expanded and updated in 1985-86. Although Town Hall facilities are generally up to date and
well maintained, space is barely adequate for managing day-to-day activities.
The Town has roughly 32 boards, commissions and committees staffed by volunteers. Many of
these have a Board liaison to maintain a line of communications between it and the Town
Government.
Staffing and Functions (Note: All staffing census numbers are as of Fall 2018.)
There are 23 full-time General Government employees organized as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Town Manager - five employees including Directors of Human Resources and Economic
Development.
Town Clerk – two employees. Primary functions are to oversee elections and voter
registration, maintain key documents (agendas, minutes, ordinances, etc.) and issue
licenses (marriage, lodging, victualers, hunting and fishing, etc.).
Finance and Technical Support - four employees including two Technical Support
professionals. Primary functions are to oversee the Town budget, prepare financial
statements and manage cash flows. The technical staff supports hardware and software
systems across General Government, the Kennebunk Police Department (KPD), Fire
Rescue and Public Works.
Assessment Offices - three employees. Primary functions are 1) oversight of the
valuation of 6,800 real estate parcels totaling $2.0 billion and 900 personal property
accounts totaling $37.4 million; 2) administration of the E911 Addressing System; and 3)
coordination of all GIS (Global Information Systems) activities.
Social Services - one employee. Primary functions are 1) to administer the State General
Assistance Program and 2) to coordinate with a wide range of non-governmental agencies
to provide food, fuel and housing assistance to those who may not qualify for General
Assistance. The “volume” of traffic varies with the economy as well as other variables
including the weather (fuel assistance) and alternative public and private sources of
outside support. The Social Services director also provides technical and electronic
publishing support to other departments.
Community Development Office - five employees including the Director of Community
Development (who is also the Town Engineer), the Town Planner, the Code Enforcement
Officer, the Assistant Code Enforcement Officer and an administrative assistant. This
group is responsible for comprehensive planning, downtown and village planning, zoning
ordinance amendment and enforcement, building codes enforcement, technical review of
new development and sign, building, plumbing and electrical permits

The Town Planner serves as a resource to the Planning Board and the Site Plan Review Board
and also provides support to various Town committees (e.g. the Conservation Commission) on
an as needed basis. The Town Planner as is also responsible for oversight of zoning ordinance
amendments and implementation of the Comprehensive Plan.
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The Code Enforcement Officer is responsible for interpreting the Zoning Ordinance.
Additionally, the Code Enforcement Officer serves as the Building Inspector, Shoreland Zoning
Administrator and Local Plumbing Inspector (LPI). The Assistant Code Enforcement Officer is
certified to perform all of the same functions of the Code Enforcement Officer. Electrical
inspection services are contracted out, though permits are filed and issued through the CDD
office.
The Town Engineer provides technical engineering review to the Planning and Site Plan Review
as well as to other Town departments and committees.
The Harbormaster is shared with the Town of Kennebunkport. The Harbormaster’s chief duties
are to supervise vessels, watercraft, traffic and moorings on the Kennebunk River.

Kennebunk Committees, Boards and Commissions:
Affordable Housing, Beach Parking Assessment (ad-hoc), Bicentennial Committee, Board of
Assessment Review, Select Board, Budget Board, Committee on Aging, Community
Development Block Grant Façade Advisory Committee (ad-hoc), Community Garden
Committee, Comprehensive Plan & Zoning Ordinance Update Committee, Conservation
Commission, Dog Advisory Committee, Economic Development Committee, Energy Efficiency
Committee, Festival Committee, Historic Preservation Commission, Kennebunk River
Committee, Lower Village Committee Lower Village Master Plan Committee (ad-hoc), Parks &
Recreation Committee, Planning Board, Shellfish Committee, (inactive), Site Plan Review
Board, Skate Park Committee (ad-hoc), Treasure Chest Monitoring Committee, Tree Committee,
West Kennebunk Village Committee, Zoning Board of Appeals.
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Shared Services and Cooperation with Surrounding Communities
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Arundel have held discussions in recent years to explore
opportunities for shared services to achieve economies and service improvements. The three
towns already have a shared school system – RSU 21. Other examples of shared services
include: 1) harbormaster and animal control officer positions are currently shared between
Kennebunk and Kennebunkport; 2) Kennebunk’s emergency dispatch for Fire Rescue and KPD
are managed by the Sanford Regional Communications Center; 3) Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
Arundel and Lyman are partially funding a multi-year study overseen by York Country Soil and
Water Conservation to investigate sources of pollution in the Kennebunk River and recommend
strategies to improve the River’s water quality; 4) Kennebunk has mutual aid agreements for
Fire Rescue and Public Services with surrounding towns; 5) Kennebunk and Arundel are
currently exploring joint adoption of an Independent Transportation Network for residents who
cannot drive, and 5) the Water District serves Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells. In
addition, Kennebunk’s active participation in the Southern Maine Planning and Development
Commission (39-member communities) provides economies of scale for planning and regulatory
issues.
The Kennebunk Police Department
Staffing, Facilities & Equipment
Staffing consists of 20 full-time officers, two full-time and one part-time administrative staff and
approximately 15 part-time officers. These include a chief of police, a deputy chief of police,
one lieutenant, four sergeants, 1.5 detectives, one administrative supervisor (court officer,
records management, payroll, accounts payable/receivable), two administrative clerks, 12
fulltime patrol officers, one school resource officer, one part-time animal control officer and
several reserve police personnel.
The reserve officers serve in a variety of capacities including seasonal beach parking
enforcement, seasonal bicycle patrols, year-round per diem cruiser patrols and special detail
assignments. The staffing of these reserve positions fluctuates seasonally around 10-14. The
Department has used a State grant to acquire one of its current full-time officers who is assigned
to the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency (MDEA).
Kennebunk Police and Fire Rescue use Sanford Regional Communication for dispatch services.
For radio communications, the Departments use three radio repeater antennas strategically placed
around town. The Department uses “icom” portable and mobile radios which are replaced on a
rotational basis.
In-house computer systems are continually updated and the majority of these use Windows.
Hardware systems are on a five-year replacement rotation. Patrol officers’ work stations were
updated in the past 4 years, and desks and chairs are replaced as needed.
The KPD uses Computer Aided Dispatch /Records Management software from Information
Management Corporation in Grafton, Massachusetts. The mobile data terminals (MDT) used in
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the cruisers carry a three-year warranty and are replaced on a five-year rotational basis. The
Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) in seven cruisers are connected via secure cellular link to the
Sanford Regional Communications Center where they access Bureau of Motor Vehicle records
and the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System.
Currently the Department has seven patrol cruisers, one detective's vehicle, one chief's car, two
administrative vehicles and one animal control vehicle. The department typically replaces
vehicles on a five-year rotation depending on mileage and condition. The Department uses
bicycles for summer reserve officers and community service officer duties. These bicycles are
replaced on an as needed basis.
Service weapons were replaced within the last five years and should continue to meet the
Department needs through the remainder of this decade. Officers are issued body armor as part
of initial uniform issuances. This body armor is replaced on a 5-year basis (as recommended)
with a 50% funding grant through the Department of Justice to help defray the cost.

Functions
Community policing includes but is not limited to:
•
•

•

Neighborhood meetings to address issues specific to the respective areas.
Membership on the Child Abuse Council board, the Parks and Recreation Commission,
and the York County Elder Abuse Task Force and other regional and state organizations.
The Department provides assistance to various charity events and betterment programs.
Officers are involved in school and recreational coaching for five different sports within
the community (officer’s hours may be adjusted to provide for this).
Foot and bicycle patrols in the two village areas of town provide direct contact with the
community.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Involvement with and lectures to local rotary clubs, business associations, and action
groups.
The School Resource Officer provides drug education programs each year in the schools
and maintains student/faculty relations with presence in the school by teaching,
mentoring, coaching and leading a group of students in the “Captain’s Club” which
promotes drug and alcohol awareness.
School liaison officers are assigned to Sea Road School and Kennebunk Elementary
School.
A Senior Citizen Liaison provides a liaison between the police and the elderly in the
community and chairs the York County Elder Abuse Task Force.
Child safety seat inspections.
Burglary analysis mapping. Crime prevention seminars.
Bank robbery and fraud classes, as well as shoplifting seminars.
Area-specific crime and community policing surveys.
Work with schools, churches, and business organizations to directly address problems. If
they are of a long-term nature, direct involvement to advisory committees and task forces
is maintained.
Maintaining a web page with e-mail access to all department officers, supervisors and
administration. Interaction with public through social media outlets (Facebook).
Meetings in areas of the community with certain traffic related problems.
Grant assistance for targeting: speeding, operating under the influence, and juvenile
tobacco usage.

Citizen’s Police Academy
Since 2014, the Department has overseen an annual Citizen’s Police Academy program. This 12week course provides an opportunity for members of the community and law enforcement to
interact in a proactive setting. The program is designed to introduce the criminal justice system,
explain the police officer’s role and discuss our community. These classes are taught by various
professionals including but not limited to the Kennebunk Police Department staff, other local law
enforcement, community awareness groups and more.
This program has led to the expansion and development of our Volunteers in Police Services
(ViPS). Our volunteers are trained through our Citizen’s Police Academy as well as in-house
training. They provide volunteer services to collect speed data through the use of radar, vacant
property checks, parking enforcement, community relations projects and clerical work among
other activities.
Existing and Future Needs
1.

Facilities: The Department is at capacity in its current facility, which was first occupied
in 2001. There is a current plan to fund a study for a Public Safety building to house the
Police and Fire Rescue Personnel. Space concerns dealing with storage should be
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remedied for the time being with the completion of a new storage facility at the Public
Services facility on Sea Rd.
2.

Personnel: The Department will be adding two and a half officers: two new patrolmen
and an upgrade in the current Animal Control Officer from half time to full time. The
addition of these human resources will free up the current part-time Elder Affairs person
to increase her efforts in that area and allow the Department to devote more manpower to
traffic enforcement (which has lagged due to other demands).

3.

Equipment: A.) The plan to transition one officer to a canine officer will, in turn, require
a new vehicle. B.) The Department needs nine dashboard cameras and 12 body cameras.
These have proved effective in the avoidance of litigation resulting from arrests. C.) The
Department wants to equip two more cars (the canine officer and the animal control
officer) with Mobile Data Terminals.
The Department continues to explore funding through grant opportunities in the area of
personnel, community policing and technology.

Kennebunk Fire Rescue
Staffing & Facilities
Kennebunk Fire Rescue is organized as three Fire Districts with four fire stations. The Central
Fire Station is located at the Town Hall complex on Summer Street; the Washington Hose
Station is located on Port Road in the Lower Village; the West Kennebunk Fire Station is on
Thompson Road in West Kennebunk; and the Blueberry Plains Station is located on Clearbrook
Crossing in the Cold Water Farms Development.
The West Kennebunk Station was built in 2005 and serves the community well. The Central
Fire Station and the Blueberry Plains Station are adequate for current needs. The Washington
Hose Station is under evaluation for its ability to support changing personnel and equipment
requirements.
Fire Rescue currently has 80 total team members of whom 8 are full time - fire chief; division
chief of EMS, 4 captains, 1 executive assistant and 1 administrative clerk. Part-time, per-diem
and on-call staff include: three District Chiefs, two Captains, four Lieutenants and
approximately 79 firefighters and EMS personnel – many of whom are cross-trained. There are
also four live-in students through a program at Southern Maine Community College.
Kennebunk Fire Rescue has three divisions: Administration, Fire Operations and EMS. For
EMS, the transfer business (non-emergency calls to transport patients to and from medical
facilities) has diminished significantly because of more health care delivery to the home and
significant competition from the private sector. In 2014, there were 95 transfers by Kennebunk
Rescue ambulances, but for 2018, the expectation is 15-20. Emergency calls for ambulances
number 2,000 per year and they are growing.
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Call volume for Fire Rescue has been as follows:

Fire Rescue Calls 1986-2017
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In 2018 there were 2,900 Fire Rescue calls: 2,279 rescue and medical incidents, 217 fire alarms,
117 miscellaneous service calls, 102 good intent/special incidents, 84 hazardous conditions, 72
fires and 29 weather related calls.
AVG. RESPONSE TIME AVAILABLE??
Equipment
The Department currently operates four engines, one aerial ladder, two tank trucks, three brush
trucks, four ambulances, three staff cars, one UTV, one jet ski, and one inflatable boat. There
are also 3 cargo trailers. The Town has a capital plan for the replacement of vehicles, and that is
continually being updated to meet the Department’s needs.
The Department has four ambulances but only staffs two presently. This may change if the calls
for service continue to increase. In the recent past, there have been times when three ambulances
are on call at the same time. This leaves the community vulnerable should a fire call come in
during these times. In this case, mutual aid is only a town away and works very well. The
Department attempts to replace ambulances at 9-10 years.
Following the guidance of the National Fire Protection Association’s recommendations for age
of emergency vehicles, the Department has a plan to replace fire engines and ladder trucks that
are more than 25 years old. These vehicles range from $600,000 to over $1 million.
The Department will continue to pursue grant opportunities for the upgrade and replacement of
emergency vehicles, recognizing, however, that there is extreme competition for those dollars.
Insurance Rating
The ISO schedule and Public Protection Class defines different levels of public fire suppression
capabilities. The Town of Kennebunk has an Insurance Service Office (ISO) Grade of Public
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Protection Classification of 5 in the hydrant district, and a 9 in the non-hydrant district out of a
possible scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is the worst. The most recent survey was conducted by ISO in
February 2011. Sixty-two other fire departments in the State have a Class 5 rating while only 39
are better positioned. These ratings factor in several items: fire alarm and communications
systems, fire department equipment, staffing, training, the distribution of apparatus, and the
water supply system.
An upgrade in ISO ratings would require a substantial Town investment.
FIX TYPO IN RESCUE BUDGE
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Kennebunk Public Services Department
Staffing and Facilities
Kennebunk Public Services consists of two divisions, Public Works and Parks and Facilities.
Staff from the two divisions work closely together and support each other in executing their
goals and objectives. The primary oversight of each division is as follows:
Public Works
• Solid Waste and Recycling
• Streets (maintenance of 225 lane miles)
• Sidewalks (maintenance of 33 miles)
• Storm drainage systems
• Beach maintenance
• Fleet (Town wide)
Parks and Facilities
• Parks
• Athletic fields
• Passive recreational areas and open spaces
• Trails
• Public buildings
• Plantings
• Custodial
10
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Public Works
Public Works staff consists of one working supervisor, three operators and five truck drivers.
These employees are responsible for the maintenance of all public infrastructure within the
Town’s rights-of-way, including maintenance of beaches, storm drain systems and culverts,
street signs, and trash and recycling receptacles during non-winter months. They are also
responsible for repairing of street defects, traffic striping and street sweeping. During the winter
months, team members are each assigned a designated plow route. They are supplemented with
up to four part-time plow operators as well as outside contractors. Winter responsibilities include
plowing, snow removal from all sidewalks, anti-icing treatment of roads, removal of snow from
the business districts within 24 hours of the storm ending, maintaining drainage ways, repairing
road defects and equipment maintenance.
Public Works employs two mechanics. They are responsible for the maintenance of all Town
vehicles and Public Services equipment, which is approximately 150 vehicles including cars,
trucks and various types of specialized construction equipment.
Parks and Facilities staff consists of one working supervisor, one parks foreman, one laborer, and
one part time custodian. The team is responsible for the maintenance of all public buildings,
parks, open spaces, and trails. Work entails custodial duties, athletic fields and turf management,
plantings, HVAC systems, and irrigation systems. During the winter months, the team is
integrated into Public Works winter operations and maintains all facilities to ensure safety.
Both divisions work cooperatively during the winter and summer operations based on existing
needs.
Customer service, planning, work assignments, and administrative duties are conducted by the
director, the operations manager, and one part-time administrative assistant. Functions of the
team include management of contractors, development of workplans, daily work assignments,
customer service, training, site plan reviews, road opening permits, capital plan development,
budgetary planning and management.
The Department is in the early phases of an asset-based maintenance system, beginning with a
street inventory. An asset management system requires gathering data with geographical
information systems (GIS) and development of a computerized management maintenance system
(CMMS). Funding has been proposed to evaluate the condition of the Town’s street network.
Mapping and evaluation of the storm drain system is also proposed to ensure that the
infrastructure below the road is repaired or replaced prior to road improvements being done
In the last several years, the Town has allocated additional resources to improving the condition
of parks and facilities. Staff levels appear to be appropriate at this time.
Solid Waste Management
Kennebunk’s solid waste recycling and disposal operations are overseen by the Public Services
Department but are contracted out to private entities. Trash and recyclables are collected weekly
at curbside by a private contractor. Recycling is single stream and non-recyclable materials must
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be contained in a special town trash bag, which is purchased by the resident. There is also a
transfer station and recycling drop-off center co-located with the Public Works Department, with
a fee schedule adjusted as needed to reflect the cost of disposal. Items accepted include
appliances, furniture, scrap metal, home remodeling debris, cardboard, brush and stumps,
electronics, tires, etc.
In recent years, Kennebunk has sponsored a hazardous waste day on which residents of the Town
and three neighboring communities can deliver household hazardous wastes (primarily paints,
pesticides and herbicides and pharmaceuticals) to the Transfer Station to be processed by
qualified agencies.

Parks & Recreation
Staffing and Facilities
Staffing consists of five full-time and approximately a dozen part-time personnel. These include
a director, assistant director, administrative assistant, programmer and teen center
supervisor/programmer. Part-time staff assists in programming, teen center management, events
planning and after-school programs. In the summer, staff increases by thirty. The Department
also works with roughly 150 volunteers throughout the year. On an annual basis, the
Department serves over 5,000 residents.
Facilities used by the Department include the Dorothy Stevens Center, the Teen Center, the
Auditorium at 1 Summer Street and the Waterhouse Center. The Dorothy Stevens Center is
located on Thompson Road and has a full kitchen, stage, facilities and a seating capacity of
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roughly 50. The teen center at Parsons Field has a kitchen, lounge, a preschool facility and pool
tables. The Auditorium has seating for 490. The Waterhouse Center is on Main Street and hosts
ice skating, concerts and community events.
The Department operates four town-owned buses with capacities of 15, 29, 42 and 81
passengers.
Kennebunk Parks & Recreation assists Kennebunk Public Works in managing the Town parks.
Rogers Pond is stocked every spring and has ample parking and a pavilion with a half dozen
picnic tables and a grilling area. Lower Village Park has a whiffle ball field with a covered
stadium seating as well as a softball field, grills and a playground. Harbor Playground, where
the Community Center is located, has a basketball court, tennis court, Little League and soccer
fields as well as a pavilion, bench seating and a stage area. The West Kennebunk Recreation
Area has several tennis and pickleball courts as well as softball, Little League, soccer fields and a
concession stand and a playground. The community gardens are also located there. Bicentennial
Park overlooks the Mousam River and has flower beds and patios. The gazebo just received
improvements, and the park often has local vendors in the summer selling various goods. There
is a skate park located on Factory Pasture Road. In 2013, Kennebunk Residents voted in favor of
upgrading the skate park and a Town Committee has since been formed to study and make
recommendations to the SB including possible relocation of the Park.
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Activities
Nearly 600 programs were offered in 2017 ranging from preschool, youth and teen programs to
adult and senior programs and special events. Programs range from camps, to sports programs
(swimming, soccer, baseball) to field trips for seniors. A catalogue of activities goes out to
residents twice a year.
Public Schools Regional School Unit 21 (RSU 21)
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Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and Arundel are served by Regional School Unit (RSU) 21, which
was established in 2009. The policy-making body of the district is the School Board of Directors,
which is chosen by town election in each community to serve three-year terms. The Board has 12
elected directors, six of whom are from Kennebunk, as well as two student representatives from
Kennebunk High School.
School buildings in the district include Kennebunk Elementary School, Kennebunkport
Consolidated School, Mildred L. Day School, Sea Road School, Middle School of the
Kennebunks, and Kennebunk High School. With the exception of Mildred L. Day School and
Kennebunkport Consolidated School, all buildings are located in the town of Kennebunk.
Kennebunk Elementary School serves 435 students in kindergarten through grade three. It was
constructed in 2005 on Alewive Road. It has 34 full size classrooms, smaller specialized
learning spaces, and houses the RSU 21 District Central Office and Adult Education.
Sea Road School serves 338 students in grades four and five. This building is set back from Sea
Road into a thirty-five-acre wooded lot. It opened in 1990. The school has 24 full-size
classrooms and smaller, specialized learning spaces.
Middle School of the Kennebunks serves 579 students in grades six through eight. It is located
on Thompson Road in West Kennebunk. The school opened in 2001 and has eight to ten core
academic teachers per grade level in addition to specialized learning spaces, The Swift Center for
Innovation and Design and a Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) laboratory.
In 2004, Middle School of the Kennebunks became the first and only middle school in Maine to
introduce the International Baccalaureate Middle Years Program.
Kennebunk High School is a large facility that occupies a twenty-six-acre parcel on Route 35
(Fletcher Street). The school serves 721 students. It was originally constructed in 1939 and
expanded upon in 1980. It is currently undergoing a major renovation. This project will be
completed in 2018. Kennebunk High School offers an array of educational pathways including
designation as one of three International Baccalaureate High Schools in Maine, opportunities for
early college, apprenticeships, and vocational programming.
Existing Future Needs
In 2009, the district contracted with a local architectural firm, Harriman Associates, to conduct a
study of the existing facilities and develop a Facilities Use Plan. The final document was
released in the fall of 2010. Concurrently, the RSU contracted with Planning Decisions, Inc. to
attain a 10-year enrollment projection for the three towns.
The 2011 Master Facilities Plan called for renovations to Mildred L. Day School,
Kennebunkport Consolidated School, and Kennebunk High School. The voters defeated the
referendum for $72 million to fund this three-school project in January 2014. The district
reduced the scope of the project to $56.5 million and voters in all three towns overwhelmingly
approved this new figure.
In the fall of 2015, the RSU School Board of Directors formed a subcommittee to revisit the
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2011 Master Facilities Plan to evaluate the viability of our existing and renovated buildings to
meet the needs of our student population into the future, and to discuss the configuration of our
elementary schools. The conclusions were as follows:
Kennebunk High School
Based upon the September 2015 Enrollment Projections Report from Planning Decisions, the
number of students attending Kennebunk High School is projected to range from 654 to 708 over
the next 10 years. Given the fact that Arundel students had high school choice prior to
consolidation, they retain high school choice into the future. There are currently an additional
135 students who live in Arundel and attend Thornton Academy High School. Additionally,
there are 22 other students attending other high schools of choice. As the Thornton Academy
Middle School contract winds down, it is anticipated that more Arundel students will stay in the
RSU and choose Kennebunk High School. If 100% of Arundel students choose Kennebunk High
School, the projections indicate 822 students by 2024-25. The renovated high school will have
the capacity for between 700 - 973 students.
Middle School of the Kennebunks
The 10-year contract between the Town of Arundel and Thornton Academy expired on June 30,
2016. As such, RSU 21 is no longer obligated to tuition Arundel middle school students to
Thornton Academy Middle School. By way of a formal resolution, the RSU 21 School Board of
Directors agreed to allow then-current students to complete their middle school years at
Thornton Academy Middle School and then-current Arundel 5th graders the option to attend
Thornton Academy Middle School for their middle school years. Projected enrollment at Middle
School of the Kennebunks indicates that we can adequately house all of the K-8 students in
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, and Arundel well into the future with minimal staffing increases
and no additional facility needs.
Kennebunk Elementary (K-3) and Sea Road School (4-5)
The 2016 Master Facilities Committee spent extensive time analyzing strategic options for RSU
21 K-5 facilities. The current student population requires 86 full size classrooms. In the absence
of Sea Road School, we would have only 70 full size classrooms in the other three buildings.
Therefore, consideration of the closure of the Sea Road School was tabled.
Based upon enrollment projections, the expiration of the Thornton Academy Middle School
contract, the renovations to three schools, and the continuation of choice for Arundel students in
grades 9-12, there should be adequate space for all students in RSU 21 using existing and
renovated facilities well into the future. At the elementary level, the RSU will annually review
enrollment and revisit the closure of Sea Road School if it declines to a level of around 70
elementary classrooms district-wide.
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Note: Actual enrollments as of September 2018 were: Pre-K-5 1,165; 6-8 579; 9-12 721; Total
All Grades 2,465
Health and Social Services
Kennebunk has a well-developed health care infrastructure, including a number of physicians’
offices as well as two urgent care facilities, one associated with Southern Maine Medical Center
(SMMC) and one with York Hospital. In Kennebunk and surrounding communities, there are
also available healthcare specialty networks (i.e. dermatology, cancer care, physical therapy,
etc.) with ties to the two nearest local hospitals, SMMC in Biddeford and York Hospital in York.
Maine Medical Center, a tertiary care hospital, is located in Portland. Kennebunk has a Social
Services Office, which administers General Assistance programs funded by the Town and a local
Fuel Assistance Fund, as well as coordinating with non-municipal community outreach programs
(food banks, elder support services, transportation facilitators, etc.).
Kennebunk Free Library
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The Kennebunk Free Library is a quasi-municipal resource. It operates independently of Town
Government and has its own Board of Directors. But it is largely funded via Town finances.
The Free Library is described further in Chapter H: Historic, Archaeological and Cultural
Resources.”

Waterhouse Center
The Waterhouse Center represents a new social connection for the Kennebunks. Available to the
community at large, the center serves as a location for tourism, festivals, events, and other
activities, all the while supporting local businesses. The center serves as a hub for the downtown,
building on the strengths of the Kennebunks community. Live video from the Waterhouse
WEBCAM is available online from the Center’s website. The Center offers free ice skating
during winter months and hosts music events as well as craft fairs and Pickle Ball during warmer
months.
The Waterhouse Center is supported by public donations, municipal support, and the income
from a $1.5 million donation from Mrs. Geraldine Waterhouse and her granddaughter, Paige
Hill, to the Waterhouse Youth Endowment Fund to benefit youth opportunities in downtown
Kennebunk. It has become a major venue for both Town and privately sponsored social, cultural
and athletic activities in the Upper Square.
Trees
Kennebunk has a Tree Committee and a Tree Warden. The Committee’s purpose is to
recommend policies and plans “with regards to the planting, care and removal of municipal trees
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while encouraging sound environmental and cultural practices.” The Warden’s purpose is to
evaluate the condition of the trees, manage and promote their health, and monitor any safety
issues.
Administration
Issues & Implications
Town Manager’s Office
• a tight and highly competitive government marketplace, coupled with the desire to
maintain a stable tax rate, makes recruitment and retention of personnel very difficult.
Kennebunk’s challenge is augmented by the fact that a “lean” and aging staff makes
succession planning problematic
• a need for increasing efficiency – to be effected by breaking down departmental silos and
cross training support personnel – is critical to support the workload
• facilities are inadequate in assets such as the Public Safety buildings, the Public Services
garage, Town Hall and the teen center
• the challenge of managing the “social media highway,” i.e. the Town website and other
means of electronic communication is part of the increasing workload
Town Clerk’s Office
• while current office space is adequate, counter space is tight and document storage space
is a critical need
• a major digitization program would free up space and improve security and access, but
some documents are also required to be kept in hard copy
• a project that has been budgeted but which has not proceeded is the State Mandated
Codification of Ordinances, which will require outside legal oversight
• election requirements are increasingly complex, i.e. separate State and Municipal ballots
will require different machines for each.
Finance
• office space is tight
• document storage space is limited
• succession planning is needed (there is no assistant finance officer).
Technology
• upgrade is needed of outdated software
• a technology test lab is needed
• training is needed on “ruggedized rolling” technology for KPD, Fire Rescue and Public
Works
• enhanced firewall management and employee training is needed to protect against cyberattacks
• upgraded building security is needed against physical threats
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•
•

improved records storage systems and digitization is needed
a formal disaster recovery plan does not exist

Assessor’s Office
• the pace of real estate activity and adjustments to property valuations may pick up as a
result of recent major upgrades to local schools and the high value of the real estate
market. As a result, staffing needs may increase.
Social Services
• increased use of social media has led to a more informed population when it comes to
available resources, requiring, in turn, a “vetting” and coordination process to better
support the many not-for-profits supporting the Community
• it is expected that drug issues (higher rates of addiction) may result in an increasing
population who is in need of Town Social Services.
Public Works
• increased resources are needed to repair and maintain failing infrastructure ranging from
the seawall on Beach Avenue to a number of roads and sidewalks
• an expanded and upgraded facility (offices and workspace) is needed at the Sea Road
site.

Police Department
Issues & Implications
There are three long-term trends that have affected the Police Department’s resource
requirements in service to the Community.
•

Increasingly complex and lengthy legal processes, increased documentation
requirements and a more litigious society have led to burdensome demands on the Force
in terms of paperwork and court hours. As a result, more manpower is required to serve
the basic needs of the Community.

•

The fact that Kennebunk has a very high elderly population has led to the need for new
layers of protection in the Community. Elder abuse by family members, scams by
outsiders and issues that arise from more elderly citizens living alone all add to more
calls for police support and protection.

•

Kennebunk is not exempt from the national opioid crisis. Addiction rates are rising. The
de-regulation of recreational marijuana will add to the growing calls for police
intervention relating to criminal activity, impaired driving and life-threatening overdoses.
Incremental officer training is required to deal with all of these issues.
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Fire Rescue
Issues & Implications
•

The biggest challenge that Fire Rescue faces is staffing “mix” – getting the optimum
balance among full time, per diem and on-call forces. Although per diems and oncall forces offer cost advantages over full time, they also present challenges. Per
diems generally hold jobs with a number of employers and as such, their availability
to Kennebunk Fire Rescue is limited. The call force is made up of volunteers who
may or may not be available at any given time. Of 58 call force members, 47 have
less than 10% call response, yet each requires a significant financial commitment in
terms of equipment. The changing demographics of Kennebunk (more two income
families, more commuting, aging population) make dependence on volunteers
increasingly problematic. Over time, an increasing number of full-time staff seems
inevitable. Only one station, the Central Station, has personnel on duty 24-7. The
performance of the others demonstrates the commitment of the on-call fire and EMS
members. Eventually, West Kennebunk and Washington Hose should have two staff
at all times. It should be noted as a reference point that a fully paid department would
necessitate a budget of $3.5 million per year in contrast to the 2017-2018 budget of
$1.7 million.

•

The nature of the Rescue business has changed. More and more of the transfer
business being taken over by private companies, leaving Kennebunk Rescue with a
higher proportion of emergency ambulance calls, which makes equipment and
personnel scheduling more difficult. Cross training for fire and EMS response
increases efficiency but also means that if two or three ambulances are out on calls,
fire response availability is inadequate. An aging community may result in an
increase in emergency calls.

•

The Washington Hose facility is scheduled to be evaluated and possibly upgraded.

•

It should be noted that the mutual aid model by which Kennebunk Fire Rescue and
surrounding communities operate works very well in terms of leveraging equipment
and personnel across several towns. Cooperation is seamless. It would be
worthwhile to explore the appropriateness of this model for other municipal
departments.

Public Services
Issues & Implications
•
•
•

The Planning Office is challenged in managing workload and is relying on outside
support to augment staffing.
It would be beneficial to develop a comprehensive list of all Town assets to establish
life cycles as is currently done with the fleet inventory.
The Public Works facility at Sea Road is inadequate for the current size and
complexity of the organization. In addition, future environmental regulations may
require a wash bay for equipment. The traffic pattern at the site is also problematic as
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the facility is shared with the Town recycling center. There is also the need for
additional indoor storage space for the equipment, larger staff facilities and a
receiving area for the residents.
Parks & Recreation
Issues & Implications:
•

•

•
•
•

The Town just voted to have a full-time preschool, which will eliminate the need for
some Parks & Recreation services. But there will be an ongoing need for before and
or after-school programs.
The Youth Center needs modernization. Although it will no longer be used for
preschool, it should be upgraded as a youth center and perhaps a place for more
senior gatherings.
The Recreation Department will be taking over the enrichment piece of adult
education, which would require converting a part-time staff member to full time.
There is a need for year-round child care. An upgraded youth center will help to meet
that need.
Kennebunk has an aging population. Buses and meeting facilities will be
increasingly important to serve their needs.

Public Schools
Issues & Implications
•

•

The Town and its taxpayers have worked hard to keep school facilities up to date,
with major renovations recently completed/in progress at Consolidated School,
Mildred L. Day School and Kennebunk High School. The three towns in the RSU are
currently experiencing different rates of growth in terms of elementary age
schoolchildren. Enrollment in Arundel is high and it remains strong in Kennebunk in
the third, fourth and fifth grades, but is lagging in Kennebunkport. Middle and High
School enrollments remain solid. This seems to be directly tied to the limited amount
of starter homes available for sale, and explains why Arundel has the strongest
enrollment in the lower grades and Kennebunkport the lowest. Kennebunk is also
seeing reduced enrollment in the very early primary grades, which picks up as
families are able to move up to a higher price point in the real estate market.
When school enrollment falls below a certain level, it generates negative
consequences in two areas. A typical class size is between 16-20 pupils. If lower
grades have only enough enrollments to fill one class, there will be only one teacher
per grade, and pupils will spend years with the same classmates. This reduces
classroom vitality and students’ ability to adapt to change, as well as having a
negative impact on teachers’ professional resources. A low enrollment also means the
school’s efficiency will be impaired, as generally the same administrative and
facilities costs will be spread over few students.
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•

The RSU has begun actively looking at ways to balance elementary school enrollment
among the three communities.

Recommendations: All Municipal Facilities
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

The Town and the Town Government should have strategic plans with objectives and
timelines to reach those objectives. Town Government needs to plan for succession
in key positions and the prioritization of brick and mortar needs (KPD, Fire Rescue,
Public Services, Washington Hose, Town Hall, Parks & Recreation). For the Town
as a whole, planning processes are needed to deal with climate change, housing
issues, Complete Streets (an integrated plan for bikers, pedestrians and motorists) and
an updated land use ordinance to accommodate changing needs.
The Town Staff should be empowered to proceed with the State-mandated
Codification of Ordinances, a formal Disaster Recovery Plan, and enhanced security
systems at Town Hall.
The Town should continue to explore possibilities for cost efficiencies through
regionalization and cooperation with neighboring towns (Fire Rescue, Animal
Control and Harbormaster being a good start).
The Town should develop a concrete plan (and budgeting process) to transition Fire
Rescue from increasingly scarce “per diems” and volunteers to full time staff.
The Town Staff and Select Board are among the Town’s most valuable and overtaxed
resources. As part of the Strategic Planning process, the Town should ensure a better
balance of time and spending allocations away from “hot” topics and focus towards
prioritizing more significant and far reaching challenges like facilities planning,
succession, ordinance modification, climate change, etc.
The Town should encourage a wide-ranging discussion as to whether the
community’s future should include a strong mix of younger families, or continue the
trend towards second-home ownership and a growing retired and non-school-age
population. Depending on the outcome of this discussion, the Town and RSU should
create a plan that will cost-effectively support either eventuality.
The Town should consider encouraging the viability of the Waterhouse Center as a
public-private partnership and ensure effective coordination among the various
organizations and groups sponsoring the activities that take place in the Waterhouse
Center and elsewhere.
The Town should develop a relationship with the school system, including York
County Community College, that maximizes skill sets to meet local and regional
business needs, aligning skills training with needs and desires of students and needs
of businesses.
The Town should consider the addition of an Assistant Town Planner position to
allow greater focus on future planning.
In support of keeping RSU 21 enrollments healthy:
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o The Town should continue to actively support the creation of lower priced
starter homes by means of targeted zoning ordinances and other creative
means of facilitating lower priced development.
o The Town should continue to take steps as described in the SEDAP to attract
businesses that offer high paying jobs as well as create an environment
conducive to successful home-based businesses.
o The Town should support the RSU’s efforts to balance elementary school
enrollment.
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Chapter H: Historic, Archaeological and Cultural Resources
History of Kennebunk
In the Abenaki language, Kennebunk means "the long cut bank," presumably the long
bank behind Kennebunk Beach. "Kennebunk, the only village in the world so named,"
was featured on a large locally famous sign attached to the Kesslen Shoe Mill (now the
Lafayette Center) on Route 1.
Kennebunk was first settled in 1621. A series of falls on the Mousam River provided
power for sawmills and grist mills, and the Kennebunk River served as a port of entry
and base for building wooden ships. Homes, churches and mercantile uses clustered
around these early centers of commerce, and rudimentary early roads were created to
allow teams of oxen and horses to haul loads of lumber from the western forest to supply
the burgeoning shipbuilding industry.
Kennebunk was part of the town of Wells until 1820, when it incorporated as a separate
town. By 1835, four distinct village centers had emerged: Mousam Village, the most
populous of the village centers, which bordered “the turnpike” that would later become
Route 1; Lower Village, at the mouth of the Kennebunk River and home to many
wharves used by coastal shipping vessels; the Landing, center of the nascent shipbuilding
trade; and the Plains-Alewive farming community. Small farms filled the areas between
the villages, and houses were built along the expanding network of roadways.
In 1842, the Portsmouth, Saco and Portland railroad line came through the western part of
Kennebunk, and a depot was built next to the twine mill at Middle Falls, which resulted
in the creation of Kennebunk Depot (later renamed West Kennebunk), a small village
with eateries, lodging and stores to support the needs of residents, workers and travelers.
Mousam Village continued to grow with the advent of a thriving manufacturing complex
along the Mousam River in the Water Street-Brown Street-Route 1 area, producing a
variety of products including twine, cotton, thread, doors, sashes and blinds, and shoes;
nearby worker housing began to mix with the grander homes along Summer Street owned
by ship merchants. Among the firms doing business there were the Kennebunk
Manufacturing Company, the Mousam Manufacturing Company, the Leatheroid
Company and the Rogers Fibre Company. Stores and community gathering places
opened along Main Street. In the 1870s the Boston & Maine Railroad laid tracks from
South Berwick through Kennebunk to Portland, with a new station off Summer Street
that delivered tourists to newly built hotels and cottages being developed by the Boston
and Kennebunkport Seashore Company. Inter-town travel was further facilitated during
the 1899 to 1927 period when Kennebunk was a stop on the Atlantic Railway, a trolley
line that connected many York County points.
The Landing area between Lower Village and Downtown played a primary role in the
town’s 19th century shipbuilding industry and still shows visible remnants of this history,
including a shipway and timbers from an old dock. As the size of merchant ships
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increased in the 1850s and it became too difficult to maneuver them downstream,
shipbuilders moved their enterprises to Lower Village. An article in the Eastern Star
Newspaper, dated 2 April 1915, lists all of the ships built in Kennebunk Landing from
1800 until 1885. The first ship was built in 1755 on the Kennebunk River at Mitchell’s
Wharf by John Bourne. The list was created by Seth E. Bryant and a copy of the article
can be found at the Brick Store Museum or at its website: www.brickstoremuseum.org.
Lower Village initially served as a coastal shipping point, and later supplanted the
Landing for shipbuilding, until the era of wooden ships and their construction largely
came to an end in 1918. Its next role, as a destination for the growing tourist trade, was
cemented in 1883 when a 4.5 mile B&M branch line along Kennebunk Beach into Lower
Village opened the area to development of hotels, summer homes and supporting
mercantile establishments. As automobiles began to dominate the transportation scene
and roads were paved, train ridership declined and in 1926 the Lower Village branch line
was abandoned. Regardless, the district’s role in the development of Maine’s coastal
tourism industry continued to grow.
Historic Assets
In response to a November 2017 Town Resident Survey, 38 percent of respondents listed
the “character of housing and neighborhoods” within the top three reasons for moving to
Kennebunk, just after “small town atmosphere” and “access to beaches and coast.”
Coastal Living (www.coastalliving.com) listed the Kennebunks as second out of 20 Best
Places to Live on the Coast in 2018, after Santa Cruz, California. It lists the neat row of
Ship Captain homes and its “thriving” Lower Village as two of the attractive features
drawing people to Kennebunk.This is further evidence that historic properties, which
constitute a major part of the Town’s character, are considered a positive attribute of
value to visitors and residents alike.
During the 1960s, recognition that historic properties were worthy of protection and
preservation resulted in the creation of historic districts in many towns and cities across
the country. In Maine, Kennebunk’s Summer Street had the distinction of becoming the
state’s first Historic District, established in 1963. The district was listed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1974 (Information System ID 74000324). Its boundaries
begin 300 feet from the centerline of Portland Road from Barnard’s Tavern at the north to
Bourne Street on the south, including properties on Fletcher Street which fall within the
300 foot boundary; all properties on Dane Street, all properties on Elm Street and Green
Street; and properties on Summer Street from Portland Road to Durrell’s Bridge Road.
The Overlay District
contains fine
examples of early
architecture, the most
famous of which is the
Wedding Cake House,
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a Federal-style dwelling extensively decorated with scroll saw Gothic trim. The Wedding
Cake House has often been listed in several travel sites and periodicals and has a
reputation for being the most photographed home in Maine. In 1994, the local
Historical Overlay District was expanded to include properties below Durrell’s Bridge
Road to Old Port Road on the Kennebunk River side of Summer Street and properties on
the north side of Port Road. This area is not included in the National Register.
Also in 1994, the Lower Alewive National Register District became part of the National
Register (System ID: 94000178). The district includes a row of four farmsteads on the
north side of Emmons Road, east of junction with Route 35 in West Kennebunk
consisting of 208 acres. The farmsteads include: 1) Smith Farmstead (built c.1753, added
to NR 1982); 2) Walker-Russell Farm (c. 1797); 3) Seth Emmons Farm (1840); and 4)
Collins Emmons Farm (c. 1870).
In addition to the two National Register Districts, there are multiple registered or
individually recognized National Historic Register Buildings in Kennebunk. A 2011
Central York County Connections Study listed several of these properties as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bourne Mansion: 8 Bourne St. in Kennebunk. Built in 1812.
James Smith Homestead: 5 Russell Farm Road in Kennebunk. Built in 1753, it is
one of the few surviving mid-18th century homes
William Lord Mansion: 20 Summer St. in Kennebunk. Built in 1822.
John Storer Mansion: 7 Storer St. in Kennebunk. Built in 1758 and birthplace of
renowned author Kenneth Roberts
Wallingford Hall, 21 York Street
Park Street School, 14 Park Street (This building was repurposed and is now
managed as the Park Street School Apartments.)
Chestnut Hill Farm, 617 Alewive Road
Fairview Farm, 164 Alewive Road
Goodall Worsted Company/Kesslen Shoe Company (now Lafayette Center), 2
Storer Street.
JJ Keating Antiques, 70 Portland Road
Maple Top Farm, 885 Alewive Road
34 Fletcher Street
54 Fletcher Street
59 Fletcher Street
584 Alewive Road
785 Alewive Road
89 High Street
Alewive House Antiques, 756 Alewive Road
Upper Dam, Mousam River, Main Street

Historic Studies and Surveys completed since 2003 Comprehensive Plan
• In 2012 the Board of Selectmen unanimously approved incorporating design standards
into the Town Ordinance based on the Kennebunk Historic Preservation Overlay
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District Design Guidelines and the Secretary of Interiors Standards. The recommended
changes to Article 12 were presented to and approved by the Town voters on the
November 2012 ballot.
• In 2015 the Maine Historic Preservation Commission certified a Local Government
(CLG) Grant to complete Architectural Survey of National Register District for parts of
Summer St. and a rewrite of the National Register District nomination to add addresses
(July 2015) conducted by Scott Stevens of Goundroot Preservation Group, LLC.

Archeology
Urban Archaeology is the systematic recovery and examination of material evidence
from a city’s or town’s past. Remnants of human activity -- structures, artifacts, and other
remains -- which are often buried under subsequent layers of development, illuminate and
augment the information already available through historical documents. Archaeology is
often the only source of knowledge about prehistory and the largely undocumented lives
of women, children, native, minority, immigrants and the poor.
Because of the irreplaceable nature and historic value of archaeological resources, they
are protected by city, state and federal laws. In certain situations, government agencies,
individuals or other entities are required by these laws to identify archaeological
resources, assess their significance, and mitigate the potential damage their project may
do to these resources.
Historic Archaeological sites in town include:
• Nathaniel Gilpatrick site (c.1788-1824)
• Emerson-Lyman-Bourne site (1776-1805)
• Lyman-Kingsburry site (early 19th century).
There are six known Prehistoric Archaeological sites in town • Site 004.07 through 004.10,
• Site 004.15
• Site 005.11
• Site 004.09 is located in the Maine Turnpike right-of-way and has been completely
excavated by Maine Historic Preservation Commission
• Sites 004.10 and 004.15 are located on the Kennebunk Plains.
Other possible sites may be located on maps held by the Brick Store Museum.

Shipwrecks

A number of shipwrecks occurred in
Kennebunk over the last few centuries.
These, at times, have been unearthed on
Goochs Beach and Mother’s Beach after
severe storms.
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The following ships sunk or ran aground in the waters off of Kennebunk:

• Merchant - This 139-ton brig was built on the Kennebunk River by shipbuilder

Nathaniel Gilpatrick and launched October 13, 1804. She was cast away on the
Kennebunk sandbar in April 1820.
• Colombia - Owned by Joseph Moody, Richard Gilpatrick and Jeremiah Paul, this
160-ton brig launched upriver just a week after the Merchant. She sank in
November 1818.
• Horace - A 389-ton barque was built in Scarborough in 1827. The ship was lost off
Kenebunk’s Boothby’s Beach (now Mother’s Beach) in May 1838.
• Industry - The coasting packet Industry was the first vessel ever built in St.George
by Irish shipbuilders. Her captain was David Patterson II. Built in 1770 she was lost
on her maiden voyage.
Other fishing vessels are known to have been victims of the winter storms, and may
temporarily appear on the Kennebunk beaches. Not much is known about these vessels.
More information on the overall Archeological and Shipwreck sites can be found in
Table # ? in the appendices.

Kennebunk Historic Preservation
Commission (HPC)
Preservation is defined as the act or process of
applying measures necessary to sustain the
existing form, integrity, and materials of a
historic property. Work, including preliminary
measures to protect and stabilize the property,
generally focuses upon the ongoing
maintenance and repair of historic materials
and features rather than extensive replacement
and new construction. The HPC bases its
CAPTAIN NATHANIEL LORD MANSION
decisions for granting a “Certificate of
Appropriateness” on the Kennebunk Historic
Preservation Overlay District Design
Guidelines, available at www.kennebunkmaine.us and hard copy books are available at
the Town Hall, and Secretary of the Interior Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties. Its most recent (2017) standards and recommendations for historic
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction are available through the U.S.
Department of the Interior National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services at
www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf.
The HPC was founded in 1963 to “promote, encourage, and assist the educational,
cultural, economic, general welfare, and amenity of Kennebunk through the preservation
and protection of qualifying sites, buildings, and districts…through their maintenance as
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landmarks in the history of Kennebunk, York County and Coastal North America…”
The Kennebunk Historic Preservation Overlay District (KHPOD) is the oldest historic
district in the State of Maine.
As a result of establishing the HPC, Kennebunk was granted status as a Certified Local
Government (CLG) in February 1990 with the approval of the National Park Service.
Kennebunk is one of only ten cities or towns in the State of Maine to be certified as a
CLG. This CLG status affords the Town of Kennebunk access to funding in the form of
grants and tax abatements for historic properties that require significant
repair/maintenance, technical assistance from national and state historic preservation
programs/funds, and annual workshops for commission members, planners, elected
officials and other preservationists. The HPC has produced a letter to realtors in
Kennebunk for prospective buyers in the historic district advising them of what property
ownership involves within an historic district.
The HPC consists of five members and two alternate members. Members are appointed
by the Board of Selectmen based on a demonstrated interest, knowledge or training in
fields closely related to historic preservation that include architecture, history, landscape
architecture and archeology. Each HPC commissioner or alternate serves without pay
and for a term of not less than three years or such longer term as the Selectmen may
determine. (Town Ordinance Article 12, Sections 1,2,3, and 4)). The HPC meets on the
second and fourth Mondays of each month upon receipt of applications within 12 days
prior to the meeting.
Applications Reviewed by HPC for Structural Alterations, Landscaping, and New
Structures:
2018
30
2017
36
2016
42
2015
30
2014
21
2013
31
2012
23
Kennebunk’s Historic District is specifically known for its diversity of the historic styles
and architecture and the HPC strives to respect the organic (natural) quality in its
treatment of each individual who applies for a Certificate of Appropriateness. Over the
past several years, energy conservation and the emphasis on maintaining a structure’s
historic appearance continue to be of concern for property owners. Exterior color,
windows and period-appropriate landscaping are also reoccurring issues. Many of these
issues are addressed in preservation articles and ordinances both in Kennebunk guidelines
and in various historic districts throughout the United States. These articles are available
for review either through the www.kennebunkmaine.us, Maine Historic Preservation
Commission website (www.maine.gov/mhpc), or The National Association of
Preservation Commissions website at (www.napcommssion.org).
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The Kennebunk HPC has approved the introduction of alternative construction materials
and accepted them for projects where original materials could not be duplicated. The
new products are visually identical matches to profile, sheen, and texture of the original
structural components, with the benefit of high quality and extended life. Many of the
new materials and technologies are accepted as a result of consulting with the Maine
Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) and the Department of Interior. Each case
involving the use of alternate materials and technologies is reviewed on a case-by-case
basis.
Despite resources available to owners of historic homes to perform maintenance and
repairs, the cost of owning such a home can be a large financial burden. At any given
time, some historic homes will be in need of painting or repairs. At the time of this
writing, the notable example of a home that requires repairs is the venerable and much
beloved Wedding Cake House. In some cases, it may be possible for homeowners to
create accessory apartments or condos to lessen maintenance costs while still maintaining
the historic integrity of the property.
As a result of a CLG Database Grant awarded in 2012, an HPC Application Records
Digital Conversion project was completed in 2013. A total of 790 records were digitized
containing the Application #, Map/Lot/Unit#, Property Address, Application Request
Description, Owner Name, Applicant Name, Date Filed, HPC Ruling Date, HPC Ruling
Status, As Built Date, and Current Land use of the property. These data items continue to
be maintained as digital records for new HPC Applications.
In 2017, HPC approved the Kennebunk Landing Historic Sign Project being undertaken
by the Brick Store Museum and the residents of the Kennebunk Landing, which involves
59 Historic Plaques being placed on structures initially in the Landing area and then to
eventually include all historic structures in Kennebunk. The plaques are being made
available to and paid for by historic property owners.
Issues and Implications
1. In August 2012, Kennebunk downtown supporters from public and private sectors met
with the Maine Downtown Center’s (MDC) team to discuss past efforts, current
activities and future visions for Kennebunk economic development of its downtown
area. The MDC presented a report to the Town in October of that year with
recommendations and suggestions to enhance future development. One
recommendation was to extend the HPC’s design review authority to the entire “Main
Street” commercial district. The MDC emphasized the importance of the town’s
irreplaceable buildings, their character-defining value, and their potential to leverage
the benefits of incentives such as the federal and state historic tax credits to restore and
preserve them well into the future. The report stated that historic preservation is a
proven economic development tool that can significantly raise the level of
revitalization. While not in the downtown area, the Park Street School Apartments and
Bibber’s Funeral Home is a perfect marriage between a historic property and a local
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business enterprise. Similar business models can be emulated for future business
development involving Town historic structures.
2. The November 2017 Town Resident Survey included a question asking Kennebunk
residents if the Town should expand the Historical Preservation Overlay District. The
responses indicated that:
• 38% of survey respondents believe the district should NOT be expanded
• 34% of survey respondents believe the district should be expanded
• 26% of survey respondents had no opinion
• 2% of survey respondents did not respond to the question
According to Town Zoning Ordinance: Article 12, Section 2 G., whenever an area is
proposed for inclusion in the Kennebunk Historic Preservation Overlay District pursuant
to the procedures for amending the Kennebunk Zoning Ordinance, the HPC shall notify
each property owner within the area of the proposed amendment and, if the Board of
Selectman vote to place the proposed amendment on the warrant for Town Meeting, the
HPC shall notify each such property owner of the Board’s decision within ten days
following the decision.
3. For several years, Kennebunk had an individual dedicated to researching and preparing
Certified Local Government (CLG) grant requests. CLG status enables Kennebunk to
apply for federal grant funds through the Maine Historic Preservation Commission to
assist with education, planning and capital projects. Currently, there is no individual
assigned to prepare CLG grant requests. Grants have been obtained to help repurpose
historic properties such as the Park Street School Apartments now serving as affordable
housing. CLG grants have benefited Kennebunk’s effort for revitalization, in conducting
surveys/inventories of historic properties/sites as well as other projects involving historic
interests. More information on CLG grants is available at www.maine.gov/mhpc.
4. Guidelines defining responsibilities of owning property within a Historic Overlay

District are available online and in hardcopy. Historic buildings need proper care and
rehabilitation to correct deferred maintenance and/or unsympathetic changes that have
occurred over time. There may be financial hardships incurred in maintaining or
rehabilitating historic properties. When researching historic guidelines through Federal
and State websites, residents will discover that Maine Historic Preservation Commission
and the U.S. Department of Interior currently make several grants available to property
owners for rehabilitation and preservation of structures within historic districts. These
grants as well as Federal Tax Credits can be acquired by property owners. Additional
information on grants and tax credits can be found at www.maine.gov/mhpc. Some of
these appear in this plan’s appendices.
5. Residents of the Overlay District are required to go before the HPC for a “Certificate

of Appropriateness” (COA) before making changes to structures and landscapes. There
are occasions when changes to property or landscapes do not receive a COA. When this
occurs, the HPC contacts the homeowner and requests information about the changes. If
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a response is not received, a notice of noncompliance is forwarded to the Town Code
Enforcement Officer. Some residents have not been aware of the actual historic
ordinances. To help remedy this situation a letter was produced for local realtors to be
included in realty packages providing a brief summary of the preservation responsibilities
for homeowners in the District.
Recommendations
1. The Town should assess the benefits and potential costs/concerns for expanding the
Historic Overlay District to include the remaking Kennebunk downtown area as
recommended by the Maine Development Foundation’s Downtown Center team.
2. The Town should ensure that the process for writing Certified Local Government
grant requests continues to be available through a dedicated CLG grant writer.
3. The Town should initiate a youth outreach program for historic preservation as part of
an educational program to raise awareness of the historical attributes of buildings,
properties and archeological sites within Kennebunk. A Kennebunk High School
student could be assigned to serve an internship on the Historic Preservation
Commission. This would be recognized/accepted as the student’s Community Service
requirement. The duties could involve research of historic properties, inputting
application data, and assisting in identifying projects in need of grant funding and
writing.
4. The Town should develop strategies to help preserve the cultural and historic heritage
of the Town in the face of frequent turnover of property ownership, and deterioration
of some properties.
5. The Town should review existing ordinances to strengthen existing local regulations
regarding historic preservation. This could include language that supports the
established Kennebunk Historic Overlay District Guidelines and requirement for
obtaining a COA.
6.

The Town should remain flexible in reaching accommodations with new purchasers
of homes and current residents within the Overlay District on a case-by-case basis,
especially when working with more notable structures that may require exceptional
rehabilitation to maintain its historical structure and character.

Cemeteries
Three years of research conducted by the Kennebunk Cemetery Committee was
completed in April 2009 to bring the Town of Kennebunk into compliance with state law
in regard to veteran’s graves. Accomplishments included:
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• An inventory of cemeteries of the town, to include veteran’s graves.
• An estimate of the person hours needed to clean a cemetery.
• A list of the locations of cemeteries, so proper GIS mapping could be completed by the
Code Enforcement and Tax Assessment offices.

As of 2009, the committee found 84 cemeteries in Kennebunk, to include public and
private cemeteries and family plots on private property.

•
•
•
•

36 contain one or more veteran graves
12 may contain veteran graves, but requires genealogical research
14 cemeteries with veterans, in poor to extremely poor condition
22 cemeteries with no known veterans, in poor to extremely poor condition

The following cemeteries were listed as partially funded by the Town (towards upkeep of
veteran plots):

•
•
•
•

Evergreen Cemetery Corporation (Association)
Home Cemetery
Hope Cemetery Corporation (Association)
Pine Grove Cemetery (Association)

Town Cemetery
• Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
The Cemetery Committee made the following recommendations to the Town in 2009 at
the conclusion of the three-year project:
• As defined in Maine State Statute Title 30-A Sect 3107, acquire all “Abandoned
Cemeteries.”
• In accordance with Title 30-A Sect 5723, “Public Works,” raise and appropriate money
to:
Maintain (to include fences) private cemeteries (abandoned cemeteries) established
prior to 1880.
Care for graves of veterans and maintain fences around cemeteries in which veterans
are buried.

• Continue efforts to comply with Title 13 Sect 1101. Maintenance and repairs;
municipality, and with Title 30-A Sect 2901. Decoration of veterans’ graves on
Memorial Day (with recommendation that American Flags remain on graves in
appropriate flag holders, through the entire year.) (Note: The American Legion now
place flags on all veteran graves for Memorial Day in appropriate flag holders, at the
five main cemeteries in Kennebunk. The flags do not remain at the graves year round;
they are removed after Memorial Day.)
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Issues/Implications
1. Many of the recommendations from the 2009 study were not implemented. The
private gravesites remain in disrepair.
2. There is no budget for maintaining private gravesites. While there is a State fine of
$100 per gravesite that is not maintained, the maintenance cost far exceeds the fine (e.g.,
the cost of replacing crumbling headstones would be $500 each).
3. Relating to the first recommendation of 2009 study to take over the care of private
cemetery lots, the Town would not let any town volunteers work on repair of the private
sites due to current landowner liability issues. There had been a suggestion that these
landowners be offered a tax incentive for the town to take responsibility for the private
cemetery lots.
4. More recently, the increasing trend towards cremation and scattering ashes is putting
financial strain on cemeteries. In Hope Cemetery, 80% choose this method as opposed to
burial leading to a decline in revenues, which is threatening their ability to maintain the
cemeteries. To avoid having to turn over upkeep responsibilities to the Town, some are
establishing innovative partnerships that will both enable them to maintain upkeep
responsibilities and to provide public benefits to the Town, such as parks and walking
trails.
Recommendations
1. The Town should reestablish the Cemetery Committee to continue research of and
promote the heritage of the Kennebunk ancestral history.
2. The Town should appropriate an annual budget for the care and work done on behalf

of Kennebunk cemeteries. The Town should encourage creative solutions and
partnerships to maintain the cemeteries and enhance their public benefits at no cost to the
Town.

Mousam River Dams

KESSLEN DAM

Within the Town boundaries there are three
historic dams on the Mousam River: Sayward
(1653), Dane Perkins (1724), and Twine Mill
(1801). These dams have played an important
role in the formation, development and
evolution of the Town of Kennebunk, especially
the downtown business area. In 2016, the
owner, Kennebunk Power and Light District,
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made the decision not to renew the dams’ license for producing electricity to the Town.
The licensing for the dams expires in 2022.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is currently reviewing a Pre-Application
Document for licensing the Lower Mousam Project (FERC No. 14856).
Recommendation
1. The Town should continue to follow the progress of the FERC environmental
assessment and the status of licensing of the dams to America First Hydro, LLC. The
Town Manager should ensure the Kennebunk Selectman and town residents receive
ongoing updates on the process. The town should also stay informed of other
developments that might arise concerning the future of the dams.
Cultural Assets
The Brick Store Museum

The Brick Store Museum is a privately
funded, accredited year-round museum
and art gallery. Founded in 1936, and
located in four linked historic buildings
and an adjacent small theatre in the
Upper Square (upper Main Street along
with the Kennebunk Free Library and
First Parish Unitarian-Universalist
Church), it holds over 70,000 items. It is
BRICK STORE MUSEUM
considered to be the Town’s historical
society for record keeping. The museum
also has meeting space for lectures and musical theatre events. Its mission is to discover
and maintain a record of the historical heritage of Kennebunk and only to provide
educational programs and exhibits designed to promote awareness and understanding of
this heritage in order to tell the Kennebunk story, then and now. To this end, the
participation in its various programs has been growing rapidly in recent years. Its new
History Hopper App (created in partnership with Dietz Associates) is the only app of its
kind in the country. It allows iPhone and Android users to tour through the Kennebunks
(Kennebunk, Kennebunkport, West Kennebunk) and Arundel to learn about events and
people in local history. It can be downloaded to smart phones either through the Apple
App Store or the Google Play Store.
The Museum archives hold extensive primary source materials ranging from diaries and
family papers to commercial records, maps and architectural drawings, attracting
researchers of all ages. Particularly significant are more than 3,000 historical photographs
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and vintage postcards, plus indexes for Kennebunk-built ships, local history subjects and
genealogical collections. Area newspapers dating back to 1877 exist as bound originals
and/or on microfilm.
Issues and Implications
•

Parking and internal space are concerns and barriers to growth for the Brick Store
Museum.

Recommendations
•

•

The Town should collaborate with the Brick Store Museum to identify additional
archaeological sites and consider whether any strategies protecting and preserving
known archaeological sites and resources are needed.
The Town should encourage educational programs and collaboration with other
historical and cultural assets in the Town to broaden understanding of our cultural
heritage and its impact on the life of Kennebunk today. The Town should look to
support these projects through CLG grants offered annually to Maine’s ten CLGs.

Kennebunk Free Library
The Kennebunk Free Library (KFL) is a
501c3 not-for-profit institution,
supported by Town funds and
donations. It is governed by a volunteer
policymaking Board of Trustees. Its
mission is to serve the diverse cultural,
informational, educational, and
recreational needs of Kennebunk.
Formally organized in 1881 as the Free Library Association of Kennebunk, there is a
long history of personal dedication that culminated in the construction of the current
building in 1907. In 1974, the KFL was listed in the National Register of Historic Places
in the State of Maine. In the early1990’s, a major renovation almost doubled the size of
the building. In 2007, the KFL celebrated 100 years of growth in virtually every aspect of
its operation including greater community participation, a wider variety of resources,
more space, and most of all, staying up to date with current new media and technology
that drives it.
KFL is currently staffed by eight full-time and six part-time employees and is open 51
hours each week. Besides an extensive collection of books, the library also offers large
print books, periodicals, DVDs, CDs, audio books, reference material, as well as a
“Maine Collection.” As a member of the Minerva Consortium, KFL offers free and rapid
access to over six million items outside of the KFL facility. KFL programs are offered to
children, teens and adults as well as museum passes to a wide variety of other cultural
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programs ranging from the Portland Art
Museum to Maine State Parks. The KFL
also serves the homebound, convalescents,
and disabled in the “Books on Call” free
delivery service.
Currently the library offers patrons ten
internet stations, five Wi-Fi hot spots, and
text abstracts from leading periodicals and
books through the MARVEELI database.
For a small fee, KFL offers patrons printing from computers and wireless devices,
scanning documents, fax services, photocopying as well notarizing documents. KFL
facilities allow space for public meetings, a gallery for Children’s Illustrators as well as
the Speers Gallery, which features rotating art exhibits.
Issues and Implications
1.

Lack of parking and internal space are challenges for the library.

Recommendations
1. See Transportation Chapter for parking recommendations.

River Tree Arts
River Tree Arts, founded in 1982 and located in the Lower Village, is an active
membership-based 501(c)(3) arts organization for both adults and children. It is governed
by a volunteer board of directors. It offers art, theater, dance, and music classes through
after-school programs, summer camps, workshops, Craft Nights, gallery shows, and
special events. Its mission is to “bring the joy and benefits of music, theater, and visual
arts to everyone in the Kennebunks, regardless of age, income, or prior experience.”
River Tree Arts believes “the arts are crucial to the process of building community and
fosters opportunities for people to come together to create, learn, and celebrate.”
River Tree has two staff members as well as the support of 20 regular volunteers and 155
members. The organization serves about 600 students annually, primarily those residing
in the Kennebunks. River Tree Arts also rents meeting and event space for events,
exhibits, theater, and musical performances.
Issues and Implications
•

None identified

